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ABSTRACT 

 

 

The ever-expanding science of human genetic enhancement technologies 
raises a host of difficult new ethical questions. Tasked with guiding 
America through these bioethical complexities, Leon Kass was appointed 
by former president George W. Bush and served as the chair of the 
President’s Council on Bioethics until 2005. This thesis utilizes the 
Performative Traditions method to chart the idioms, voices, and 
argumentative patterns of Leon Kass in the bioethics debate. Viewing 
dignity as an idiom reveals the inherent rhetorical nature of an ambiguous 
cultural grammar used to attempt signification of something essentially 
human. Employing the rhetoric of the American jeremiad, Kass makes 
affective appeals with  doomsday fear tactics, American traditions, and a 
religious argumentative structure. The pressing ethical concerns with 
biotechnology demand new solutions to questions humans have not been 
forced to grapple with before. We are finally capable of rupturing what it 
means to be human. Given Kass's imposing rhetorical limits on bioethical 
decision-making we should be concerned that his rhetoric constrains 
individual thought and binds his audience to cultural traditions incapable 
of providing good guidance in an increasingly complex bioethical 
discussion. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

Introduction 

 

 

 

Introduction: Debating Dignity 

 

Human genetic enhancement is a growing enterprise, forcing us to confront possibilities 

for changing what it means to be human. Commercials flood T.V. airspace with over-the-

counter products and prescription pills lauding their ability to increase anything from 

mental alertness and focus to sexual prowess. Last December, a quadriplegic woman in 

Pittsburgh used electrodes implanted in her motor cortex to feed herself chocolate with a 

robotic arm (Oremus, 2013). Enhancement technologies are rapidly approaching—with 

some already here—and with them a seemingly endless number of ethical questions arise. 

Human-growth-hormone used for muscle recovery from surgery can become a shortcut to 

homerun hitting power in professional baseball. Similarly, Adderall, a popular ADHD 

medication, blurs the line between therapy and enhancement, boosting the mental energy 

of people who haven’t been diagnosed with ADHD as well as honing the concentration of 

those individuals burdened by the disease. Does that make it perilous—or spectacular? 
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Should biological enhancements be restricted to those who suffer from diagnosable 

diseases or disabilities, or available to all? What about when we finally make the 

breakthroughs that allow for more invasive and irreversible enhancements, like gene 

therapies, or even genetic engineering of human embryos? Will less technologically 

advanced humans face discrimination—or will genetic enhancement increase human 

capabilities for progressivism? Allenby and Sarewitz (2011) note how “Everyone seems 

to accept that something new is happening, centered around emerging prospects for 

changing humanness, for steering its future, through the achievement of new levels of 

direct control over physical and cognitive performance of human beings” (p. 51). 

 Addressing the rising bioethical controversy in 2001, President George W. Bush 

created the President’s Council on Bioethics and tasked them with undertaking 

fundamental inquiry into the human and moral significance of developments in 

biotechnology, exploring ethical and policy questions, and facilitating greater 

understanding of bioethical issues. A group of renowned scientists and philosophers, the 

council shaped American discussions of genetic enhancement throughout the early 2000s 

and to this day. President Bush appointed Leon R. Kass, a distinguished scientist and 

public intellectual, to serve as chairman of the President's Council from 2001 to 2005. 

Before, during, and after his stint as head of the President’s Council, Kass centered the 

bioethics public discussion exclusively on the value of human dignity.   

 In Life, liberty, and the Defense of Dignity: The Challenge for Bioethics, Kass 

(2002) argues for a prioritization of human dignity in the debate over the genetic 

engineering of humans: “We are quick to notice dangers to life, threats to freedom, risks 

of discrimination or exploitation of the poor, and interference with anyone’s pursuit of 
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pleasure. But we are slow to recognize threats to human dignity, to the ways of doing and 

feeling and being in the world that make human life rich, deep, and fulfilling” (p. 16). 

Admitting that “dignity” is a difficult abstraction to conceptualize, Kass articulates his 

interpretation of what a dignified human life is all about: “engagement, seriousness, the 

love of beauty, the practice of moral virtue, the aspiration to something transcendent, the 

love of understanding, the gift of children and the possibility of perpetuating a life 

devoted to a high and holy calling” (p. 28). According to Kass, society must carefully 

preserve human dignity, this moral virtue and devotion to holiness, as it considers 

developing future biotechnology.  

 For Kass, genetic enhancement represents the current and forthcoming danger of 

the erosion of humanity through the loss of values like dignity and humility. Kass 

confronts a host of genetic engineered threats to dignity, manifesting in the form of 

cloning, in vitro fertilization, and active euthanasia. In a call to action, Kass holds the 

ontological return to prioritization of the lost traditional values in society as necessary 

and sufficient to avert inevitable catastrophe. Kass attempts to shape the moral fabric of 

society with a text that invites critical deliberation about philosophical and ethereal 

phenomena. I look at how the text means, and I evaluate the significance of the text as a 

“dwelling place” (ethos) for the development of moral character. Michael J. Hyde (2004) 

clarifies “the ethos of rhetoric” as “the way discourse is used to transform space and time 

into ‘dwelling places’ where people can deliberate about and ‘know together’ some 

matter of interest. Such dwelling places define the grounds, the abodes or habitats, where 

a person’s ethics and moral character take form and develop” (p. xiii). Kass proposes an 

ontological shift, a new orientation toward old values, and his proposal mirrors the 
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historical American and Puritan rhetorical jeremiad. I argue how Kass’s text utilizes the 

American jeremiad as a rhetorical strategy for the ontological prioritization of human 

dignity in the genetic engineering debate.  

 I utilize the performative traditions approach presented by Jasinski (1997) to 

analyze Kass’s rhetorical moves and I specifically examine how Kass, in privileging 

dignity, directs his audience to the fundamentals of the jeremiad, American tradition, and 

the values of the Founders. Drawing richly on the context of relevant American 

institutions and cultures, I analyze the argument forms, the linguistic and visual practices, 

and attempt to understand the means, the how of texts (Fahnestock, 2005, p. 278), that 

Kass utilizes to recruit adherents for his claims about the world. I look at the diachronic 

nature of the text, with attention to both “the primary text and fragments of production” 

(Ceccarelli, 2001, p. 326) that indicate how Kass reproduced and altered the institutional 

and cultural resources available to him. Undertaking the work of rhetorical criticism, I 

evaluate an argumentative strategy directed toward enhancement technologies and 

employed by certain bioethicists whom Ruth Macklin and others have called “moral 

conservatives” (Macklin, 2006). Kass not only structures his argument in a jeremiadic 

form, but he also explicitly includes religious backing for his core arguments concerning 

human dignity. I agree with Kass’ (2003b) intent to “ask specific ethical questions” and 

“facilitate greater understanding of bioethical issues,” but his rhetorical tactics interrupt 

those ethical progressions. The rhetorical jeremiad, with its powerful narrative appeal to a 

glorified American tradition, offers Kass a historically persuasive means of 

communicating his lament of moral decline in the United States. The biggest problem 

with regard to genetic enhancement may not be the technologies, nor the ‘moral’ 
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problems that it causes, but “the conventional images that structure our thinking” (Van 

Dijck, 1999, p. 20). 

 This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section reviews the 

disciplinary literature that is relevant to this examination, including research on bioethics, 

dignity, the jeremiad, and Kass himself. The second section presents and outlines the 

rhetorical tradition approach. My third section briefly describes Kass’s text as the artifact 

of my study and I conclude with a chapter outline of my plan to rhetorically analyze it. 

 

Rhetoric and Bioethics 

In the realm of biomedical controversy, one finds reasonable people with credible 

evidence occupying many sides of issues. This lends even more importance to the art of 

persuasion and making one’s view compelling for others. Competing for subtle 

positioning in close debates, advocates for and against biotechnology uniquely situate 

themselves for the rhetorical critic as texts inviting investigation. Lyne (2001) not only 

furthers the impetus for rhetorical criticism of bioethics, but also connects rhetoric and 

bioethics through their shared values and constraints: 

Debates over death and dying, genetic engineering, and fetal research, to name a 

few, in that sense recapitulate the historical interplay of philosophy and rhetoric 

as traditions. The concern with getting things right in matters of human care, of 

meeting the highest ethical and scientific requirements, is put under pressure by 

time constraints, competing values, compromise, and human limitations. We 

concoct and wrestle with strategies of language and argument that make this 

pressure manageable. (p.1)  
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While the study of rhetoric is interested in language and authorial strategies, concern for 

rhetoric is not just a concern for text. Instead, text is measured in relation to its persuasive 

intervention towards an audience.  

 Bioethics remains a discursive field directing focus on values at risk in the 

application of technological developments, and thus actively participates in the rhetorical 

construction of public debate. Both rhetoric and bioethics work in contexts where 

traditions are concerned with moving people toward understanding and accepting ideas. 

Rhetoric positions people in cognitive, emotional, social, and political ways to persuade. 

As bioethics requires people to make judgments when the “facts” are often ambiguously 

insufficient, individuals inevitably support or reject biotechnology based on persuasive 

appeals, argument structure, and other rhetorical devices (p. 4-5).  

Attending to issues shaped by the connections between science and practical 

reasoning, rhetoric and bioethics operate in realms where time and circumstance 

constrain possibilities for decision-making and action. Rhetorical thinking reflects on the 

methods of production and representation that subtly position others for these decisions 

and actions. Rhetoric is an investigation into the invention of language, but also an 

application of that research into the capacities of language to persuade. Biotechnological 

progress will only advance the need to understand these capacities (p. 13).  

Michael Hyde, furthering Kenneth Burke’s (1966) notion of man being “rotten 

with perfection,” analyzes the field of bioethics with a phenomenological lens centered 

on the ontological existence of three critical components: desire for perfection, the life-

giving gift of acknowledgement, and the call of conscience. Hyde navigates the complex 

situation of biomedicine and ethical choice at the existential level, illuminating the urges 
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of humanity that compel us to face the challenge of improving ourselves and answering 

ethical questions as correctly as we can (Hyde & King, 2010). The role of bioethics, for 

Hyde, is to enhance autonomous decision-making to improve communication about 

important components of those difficult decisions.  

The difficulty of bioethical decisions is well documented, but there is a broader 

scientific illiteracy problem that functions as an impediment to effective decision-making 

and lends to the susceptibility of the public to a barrage of rhetorical techniques from all 

sides of the debate. The “inability” of the public to evaluate the scientific arguments 

behind human genetic enhancement does not diminish the necessity behind rhetorical 

criticism of the biotechnology debate, and as Warnick (2002) indicates, we should 

nevertheless be prepared to weigh the long-term moral and ethical implications of genetic 

engineering.   

 

Heuristics for an Imagination Deficit 

 Distinguished scientist Carl Sagan (1997) laments that 95 percent of Americans 

are scientifically illiterate (p. 6). Given the lack of knowledge about genetic enhancement 

technologies, the public needs heuristics to deal with the debate. Mulkay (1996) indicates 

that when speculating about the development of new, scientific technologies, the public 

cannot rely entirely on what they take to be the established facts, largely due to 

insufficient knowledge of the history of science or technology in question. While they 

feel compelled to think and argue about the future, they have no alternative but to create a 

story that goes beyond their limited facts. Consequently, in public discussions of science 

and technology, the boundaries between fact and fiction become blurred. Searching for a 
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complete real-life narrative, those involved must either “invent a new, plausible storyline 

or fit developments into a narrative structure that is already available” (p. 158). We 

should thus expect to find those participants in the public debate on such scientific 

matters turning to science fiction that has become part of our common culture. Tudor 

(1989) argues that these texts “map our landscapes of fear concerning science and 

provide evidence of changing popular images of what is threatening about science and 

scientists” (p. 589).  

 Tracing the evolution of the science of cloning and the science fiction of cloning, 

Nerlich (1999) contends the main reason for public opposition to cloning is the parallel 

development of both the science and science fiction of cloning since the appearance of 

Frankenstein. From Frankenstein to Brave New World and beyond, genetic enhancement 

evoked feelings of horror and disgust about its societal consequences. The idea of 

enhancement was negatively charged from the beginning, and it allowed the idea to 

replicate more easily. According to Nerlich, “The fictional discourse about cloning and 

genetic engineering from Frankenstein onwards had a cumulative effect on social 

consciousness and shaped our social representations of these issues” (1999). 

Frankenstein evokes the theme of a mad scientist who invents a human monster, whereas 

Brave New World suggests the script of state-controlled production of human copies on 

industrial assembly lines. Today, these fears manifest in anxieties surrounding genetic 

engineering, specifically in discussions of foods termed “Frakenfood” or “Frankenfish.” 

As the realities of the science of genetic enhancement appeared, science fiction and 

doomsday scenarios to portray them as nightmares accompanied them.  
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 Van Dijck (1999) argues that the problem with rhetors using fiction in public 

genetic science discussions is not that they contextualize scientific discovery with fiction, 

but that the simplistic usage of science fiction reveals an “imagination deficit” (p. 9-10). 

Tapping into cultural resources like science fiction, speakers too often present 

reductionist or essentialist references, ignoring the more complex original text. The 

failure lies not with the fiction, but with its unsophisticated application in the public 

dialogue. As Von Burg (2010) explains, “the rhetorical gesture of including a fictional 

narrative within a situated political and scientific discourse highlights new possibilities 

for broader public discourses on science” (p. 13). How can we maximize the benefit of 

science fiction in public discourse on science? Van Dijck (1999) recommends using these 

novels to remedy our imagination deficit—to imagine expansive concepts that force us to 

move beyond the boundaries our society has created (p. 21).   

I cannot give an account of narrative influence without mention of Alasdair 

MacIntyre’s (2007) After Virtue, where he describes humans as “story-telling animals.”  

MacIntyre argues that the “narrative concept of selfhood” requires individuals to be both 

subjects in their histories and objects in others’ stories (p. 210). Murphy (2008b) argues 

that the construction of narrative, “Responsive to a human need to discover, articulate, 

and communicate a unified sense of self, … makes individual lives comprehensible by 

configuring events in sequences and, eventually, a unified whole” (p. 91). Narratives 

offer robust hermeneutic tools for theorists and political practitioners alike, as the act of 

narrative is crucial to communal and political meaning. In a complex world that is 

overwhelming individuals with stimuli, narrative and story help organize and prioritize 

meaningful contexts from which to interpret a surfeit of data.  
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 If narrative is so pervasive and essential to social being, some cautionary 

observations about storytelling warrant attention. According to Michael J. Toolan (1988), 

“Narrative succeeds to the extent that it hides the discontinuities, ellipses, and 

contradictory experiences that would undermine the intended meaning of its story. 

Whatever its purpose, it cannot avoid a covert exercise of power: it inevitably sanctions 

some voices while silencing others” (p. 3). The narrative represents a particular “slice of 

social reality,” arranged in a specific way to develop the plot that the narrator wants to 

present (Murphy, 2008b, p. 91). 

 For the public, how issues are framed in relation to shared values remains a 

critical component of the narrative element of persuasion (Lyne, 2001, p. 4.) Rhetorical 

critics must be willing to evaluate these moves and understand their impact on public 

discourse and decision-making. Of course, there exists a prolific amount of literature on 

rhetoric and bioethics, but with no known examination of the tradition of the rhetorical 

jeremiad for dignity in the biotechnology debate, this thesis opens up space for more 

conversations on the constraining acts of tradition. More specifically, I evaluate a 

rhetorical pattern Lyne calls “bio-rhetorics” that are already acting when one begins to 

speak. These bio-rhetorics operate across disciplinary boundaries and form out of a pool 

of generally shared meanings (Lyne, 1990). Dignity embodies this rhetoric.   

 
 
Dignity Defined 
 
 “Across all disciplines, human dignity is an underexplored topic” (Castiglione, 

2008, p. 676). This section illustrates how, despite the vast amount of recent literature on 

the concept of dignity, the tangled sources underpinning the concept’s philosophy 
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contribute to a lack of consensus on definitions and applications of dignity (Shulman, 

2009, p. 6). Harmony remains elusive—especially in the field of bioethics—in the 

content, ground, and application of dignity (Dilley & Palpant, 2013, p. 3), yet near 

unanimous agreement remains that the rhetoric of dignity holds great potential for 

persuasion. Is dignity, as Schopenhauer ridicules, the “shibboleth of all empty-headed 

moralists” cunningly counting on an audience happy to align themselves with such façade 

of meaning (Rosen, 2012, p. 1), or is it an essential element of humanity worth 

preserving? My thesis is less troubled by what dignity means and more interested in how 

dignity means. Still, a robust understanding of the complicated philosophical roots of 

dignity is essential. I introduce that now, but it will become more forceful in chapters two 

and three on the idiom and voice of dignity. 

 

Tangled Roots 

 Dignity’s Latin root (dignitas) is that of worthiness, elevation, honor, nobility, 

height—in short, of excellence or virtue. The Greeks were not silent on the concept of 

human dignity. Cicero, Aristotle, Plato, and the Stoics contribute to a stream of classical 

philosophy agreed in principle that human dignity is tied to human exceptionalism 

(Schulman, 2009, p. 7-8). There is something special about human beings, and the core of 

that distinction relies on human intellect—the cultivation of reason—and the capability to 

respect the divine (Calhoun, 2013, p. 24). Classical antiquity’s association of dignity with 

social rank order or some achieved excellence, however, does not completely reflect the 

universal notions of human dignity we see today in conversations about the treatment of 

humans. 
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 Gelertner (2009) defends “the irreducibly religious character of human dignity” 

and traces the Jewish and Christian influence on the evolution of the concept. The belief 

of “Man in the image of God” provides not only stewardship and dominion over nature, 

but also the only rational being capable of comprehending the good of the whole, a 

special responsibility on our part to either embody God’s perfect creation or help finish it. 

Religious interpretations of dignity still remain too hazy to provide clear moral leadership 

for bioethical controversies, and we can look to stem cells for examples. Is cloning 

viewed through the lens of the Prometheus story and considered too dangerous to “play at 

being God”? Does protecting the sanctity of human life mean embryos must be banned 

from research or, if healing and preserving life is our ultimate duty, should we take all 

possible steps to research through otherwise morally unjustifiable methods? Schulman 

(2009) wrestles with these questions and outlines many more. The religious justifications 

for dignity are well documented but are less applicable in the bioethical context (p. 8-9). 

 Immanuel Kant’s enlightenment philosophy of dignity, emerging from his 

categorical imperative, celebrates individual rational autonomy and demands people 

never be viewed or used as an instrument or means to an end. Humans have dignity 

simply because they are individuals capable of independent thinking. While Kant 

provides a universal notion of dignity not tied to religious thought, it remains an 

insufficient foundation for bioethical decision-making. How will that guide us when new 

technologies disrupt our notions of what is human? How can that lead us through the 

muck and mire of ethical choices about in vitro fertilization, gene enhancement, and 

cloning? If scientists can invent something better than human, what is so special about 

preserving “human” nature? Rational autonomy as a standard fails to provide clear 
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guidance in situations and becomes difficult to apply to situations where infants or 

persons with cognitive mental impairments are present (Schulman, 2009, p. 10-11).  

 

Modern Functions of Dignity 

 How does dignity function and how is it employed in modern situations? The 

concept of human dignity plays an increasingly crucial role in contemporary ethics, 

specifically in the subfields of politics, international law, and biomedical ethics (Dilley & 

Palpant, 2013; Schulman, 2009). Still, it remains unsatisfactorily defined when invoked 

(Calhoun, 2013, p. 19). Many of the declarations ratified in the aftermath of the Second 

World War equate human dignity with human rights and whatever it is that entitles 

humans to these basic freedoms. As the UN began drafting charters on bioethical matters, 

it borrowed from the previous rights’ based approach. The United Nations Declaration on 

Human Rights and similar declarations on bioethics and the genome project extensively 

rely on the concept of human dignity, but Margaret Somerville’s (2010) analysis of those 

declarations reveals that dignity is nowhere defined in these instruments (p. 2-4).  

 Despite the lack of a clear definition of dignity, it remains a significant feature of 

numerous national and international declarations and, as Bostrum (2009) indicates: “Like 

some successful politicians, the idea of dignity has hit upon a winning formula by 

combining into one package gravitas, a general feel-good quality, and a profound 

vagueness that enables all constituencies to declare their allegiance without thereby 

endorsing any particular course of action” (p. 173-174). 

 Ruth Macklin (2003) finds the appeal of dignity problematic and contends that 

appeals to dignity are either “vague restatements of other, more precise, notions or mere 
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slogans that add nothing to an understanding of the topic” (p. 1419). She further argues 

that modern applications like the UN Charter cannot effectively translate into biomedical 

controversy (p. 1420). The malleability and ambiguity of dignity, due to its tangled 

philosophical roots and lack of consensus on definition, render it incapable of consistent 

application in bioethical quandaries. 

 One person’s trash is another’s treasure. Macklin has nothing short of disdain for 

the use of dignity in bioethical argument, but Kass (2003a) and others (Schulman, 2009, 

p.17; Davis, 2009) view it as essential in protecting the paragon of humanity. Dresser 

(2009) is particularly concerned with the dignity of medical patients and the terminally 

ill, whereas Bostrum (2009) defends the ability of genetic enhancement to evolve 

appreciation and security of even more forms of dignity currently overlooked (p. 173).  

 Leon Kass focuses his defense of dignity on the special giftedness of life, 

articulating religious and secular arguments prioritizing dignity in considerations of 

biotechnological developments:  

Most of the given bestowals of nature have their given species specified natures: 

they are each and all of a given sort. Cockroaches and humans are equally 

bestowed but differently natured. To turn a man into a cockroach – as we don’t 

need Kafka to show us – would be dehumanizing. To try to turn a man into more 

than a man might be so as well. We need more than generalized appreciation for 

nature’s gifts. We need a particular regard and respect for the special gift that is 

our own given nature. (2003) 

Chapters two and three further investigate Kass’s idiom and voice of dignity through the 

performative traditions methodology, extending Hyde’s (2010) rhetorical criticism of 
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Kass’s deployment of dignity in various bioethical controversies. Rhetorically analyzing 

Kass’s application of dignity as the universal “will to live” in the euthanasia debate, Hyde 

looks to the interplay of narrative elements, contingent circumstances, and rhetorical 

interventions that shape what the meaning and limits of “dignity” may be for a dying 

patient contemplating assisted suicide. He argues for the importance of personal 

acknowledgment and the “call of conscience,” when our own anxiety forces us to come 

face-to-face with existence and our inevitable finitude, utilizing phenomenological 

devices to shed light on the ways in which advocates like Kass maintain “an advantage of 

power” in claiming definitional authority.  

 A closer examination of the concept of human dignity itself is in order, not only 

its alleged meaning but also its rhetorical meaning in genetic enhancement controversies. 

With disagreement on defining and applying dignity seemingly inescapable, rhetorical 

critics should help unravel the textual and intertexual persuasive elements of dignity’s 

guardians. This thesis explores how dignity means, and I examine the concept and 

rhetoric of human dignity from its metaphysical foundations to its polemical deployment 

through Kass’s jeremiad in the public sphere.  

 
Rhetoric of the American Jeremiad  
 

Puritan American settlers brought the rhetorical sermon strategy of the jeremiad 

to the forefront of the public sphere. The jeremiadic approach defines how society is 

sinning, warns that God’s vengeance is coming if it does not repent, and calls for a return 

to traditional Biblical values.  According to Bercovitch (1978), the American jeremiad 

“was an ancient formulaic refrain, a ritual form imported to Massachusetts in 1630 from 

the Old World. . . . The American jeremiad owes its uniqueness to this vision and mode 
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of rhetoric” (p. 6). Rhetorically powerful and significant in shaping American values, the 

ritual of the jeremiad extends beyond Biblical teaching but consistently focuses on 

society’s violations of basic values and the need for a return to those values in order to 

prevent forthcoming destruction. Bercovitch established that the ritual of the jeremiad 

“bespeaks an ideological consensus” for moral, religious, economic, social, and 

intellectual matters to a level comparable with any other modern culture. 

Contemporary literature on the American jeremiad highlights the three primary 

characteristics that dwell in this unique discourse: chastisement of society for retreat from 

moral values, fear tactics of impending doom, and calls for reclamation of the violated 

values (Harrell, 2010, p. 166). Jeremiads claim that society has strayed from a time in 

the past where values were properly prioritized and they offer vivid examples and/or 

statistics to back up these claims. The Puritan sermons indicted a litany of sins, from 

impiety and drunkenness to sexual immorality and avarice. Twentieth-century 

religious conservatives decried crime rates, drug use, sexual promiscuity, and 

violence in the media, while more contemporary critics present jeremiads over teen 

pregnancy, league bowling (civic engagement), and numerous other social issues 

(Murphy, 2008b, p. 87-88). A narrative arc to the jeremiad presents resolution, but it 

devolves the power to individuals for generating social change. While the jeremiad 

predicts devastation, it simultaneously projects optimism about the future. This optimistic 

outlook, however, ties itself to the community acting as “a people on probation” to whom 

Yahweh is presenting an opportunity to “fulfill the covenant” (Bercovitch, 1978, p. 28). 

In a rhetorical criticism of Obama’s The Audacity of Hope speech, Harrell (2010) 

illuminates the evolution of the rhetorical jeremiad:     
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The reclamation jeremiad attempts to set society back on the path of reclaiming 

its basic values and principles. This recovery must occur in the public sphere. 

The object is not simply to spark public interest in reclaiming those values and 

principles but to attempt to create new areas of public concern from topics 

currently submerged in public consciousness while lamenting the current status 

of society. The rhetorician interested in restoring public interests must expose 

uncertainties, doubts, and challenges dormant in peoples’ consciousness. 

(Harrell, 2010) 

Today the jeremiad manifests in public moral argument about civic values and is no 

longer only significant within explicit Puritan theology. Although “jeremiad” can 

have a technical and more biblical definition, I rely on the general and more 

expansive understanding of jeremiad as posited by Murphy (2008b): identify 

contemporary problems, contrast contemporary degeneracy with past virtue, and 

warn of dire consequences if behavior is not reformed (p. 87). The enthymeme, for 

Murphy’s broader jeremiad, is the previously explicit religious aspect. Now, “God’s 

punishment” becomes worldly devastation, and “Yahweh’s covenant” manifests in 

the ideals of the nation’s Founders.  

 There is far more to the American jeremiad than just a story of the erosion of 

founding promises or ideals. The American notion of the jeremiad encompasses a sacred 

element of American divine entitlement, a tie to the holier “city on a hill” belief that 

America is God’s “chosen nation.” These religious appeals can be explicit or implicit, but 

they significantly implicate the jeremiad narrative. Since the earliest days of American 

colonization, the country viewed its chosen or special relationship to the Creator as its 
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most enduring self-image (p.89). Drawing from the more general Puritan tendency to 

connect themselves to the ancient Israelites, the link between America and holiness, 

strengthened by the Revolutionary experience, became a widespread frame of political 

discourse from the early colonial period throughout the dawn of the twenty-first century. 

The role of God’s chosen nation explained the origins and promises of America, as well 

as the difficult status quo moral catastrophes (Murphy, 2009). “Chosenness” as a national 

trope can account for social and political experiences and give them transcendent 

implications. Murphy (2008b) suggests the jeremiad, “with its twin emphasis on promise 

and decline, represents a uniquely powerful way of conceptualizing the American past, 

present, and future” (p. 90).  

 It is important to note that a rhetor’s expressed intent of utilizing the rhetorical 

American jeremiad does not direct its presence or meaning (Booth, 1983, p. xiv). Rather, 

the rhetorical power of the jeremiad grows out of its ability to frame political discourse 

from the early colonial period all the way down to the dawn of the twenty-first century, in 

this perennial and dynamic tension between perceived decline and enduring national 

promise (Harrell, 2010; Murphy, 2009). America’s mythic mission often pervades as an 

engrained enthymeme, an unspoken premise underlying an argument that the speaker 

assumes the audience to fill in (Aristotle, 1926). Exceptionalism is rooted in American 

tradition. The “shining city on the hill” and divine right of America resonate deeply in the 

public sphere, and the significance of the jeremiad reflects this phenomena. Obama’s 

ideology, one of reclaiming America’s mythic mission, produces rhetorical power in The 

Audacity of Hope (Harrell, 2010, p. 181).  
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 How particular narrators specifically appeal to the virtues of the past substantially 

affects the composition and rhetorical potential of the jeremiad. All jeremiads conclude 

with a call for renewal of values, and those discussions of past virtue never reduce to a 

simply empirical statement about the American past. Rather, the jeremiad calls to reverse 

the errors of the present, and it challenges, either implicitly or explicitly, to re-appropriate 

the founding virtues of the country. Murphy (2008b) says the “story of American decline 

and the threat of divine punishment have provided a powerful backdrop for a host of 

political campaigns and social movements, beginning with the migration to America 

itself” (p. 89).  

 The “American” element of the jeremiad contributes a uniquely compelling 

narrative to the text, and central founders of the nation, those valorized legends like 

George Washington and Thomas Jefferson, play a key role in bolstering the narrative and 

rhetorical power of the jeremiad. Jeremiads bring a historical dimension to attempt to 

explain social crises, and specifying a period in the past free from these crises frequently 

requires appeals to the more “godly” parents of the nation. The application of a “Golden 

Age” memory need not be the Founding Fathers, as it could also take the form of the 

“greatest generation” that defeated the Axis in World War II or other historically 

significant periods in American history. Still, these specific appeals to rich American 

tradition provide concrete examples of individuals presiding over societies where 

religious or civic virtue trumped, or at least curtailed, the corruption of self-interest 

plaguing the current generation (p. 88).  

The jeremiad also typically functions as a rhetoric of social control, as it shapes 

responses to crises that reestablish the legitimacy of the American exceptionalist myth. In 
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looking to traditional values from the past with the jeremiad, individuals exclude a 

multitude of possible choices they can make about the future (Murphy, 1990, p.412). 

Borchardt (1990) warns of the limits to decision-making under the authority of the past:  

 If the alternative time is located in the past, it carries with it the powerful 

 authority of tradition, whether the tradition is “real” or invented. Why any “real” 

 or invented past should wield authority is far from clear, but it certainly seems to 

 do so. The authority of the past is orienting and reassuring…Simply being right is 

 rarely enough to persuade. It may, in fact, merely irritate, especially if “being 

 right” offends tradition, or even just the principle of tradition, and seems to 

 undermine the authority of the past. Invoking and affirming the authority of the 

 past may carry a great deal more weight with a jury (or a public) than merely 

 being right. (p. 6-7) 

The jeremiadic frame limits the scope of reform and the depth of critical reflection 

(Murphy, 1990, p.402). Bercovitch (1978) notes that a primary rhetorical goal of colonial 

jeremiads was to drive progress through continuity. The jeremiads sought strict adherence 

to collective values as a way to bring “good out of evil,” assuring America’s success. But 

jeremiads significantly limit their own potential for social change, as they typically 

appear in a time of questioning and societal crisis that demands progressivism and a 

retreat from traditional values (Murphy, 1990, p.404). 

 The American jeremiad has long offered a conclusive and articulate account of 

the American experience, and rhetorical Jeremiahs have used the image of a prodigal 

nation to mobilize supporters for their social, political, and religious goals. Jeremiads 

contain a historical dimension, seeking to re-appropriate past virtues in the service of 
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resolving present social pathologies. At its core, every jeremiad calls a significant 

identity into question. (Murphy, 2008a, p. 156-157) What does it mean to be an 

American?   

 

Contributions to Rhetoric and Beyond 

 This thesis expands on the rhetorical functions of dignity, how to construct 

meaning and nudge beliefs and actions in an arena where dignity’s tangled roots only 

complicate applications to bioethical questions. My research links two uniquely 

compelling and potentially constraining traditions, and in the face of biotechnological 

developments–wholesale changes on what it means to be human—traditions could 

restrict the ability to creatively adapt to these changes. I direct focus to the rhetorical 

functions of the bioethics debate, and as new enhancement developments are rapidly 

approaching or already here, the search for context and complete understanding is 

essential. This context stealthily resides in debates where meaning and definitions are 

rhetorically constructed from ambiguous yet powerful histories and traditions.  

 

A Method of Rhetorical Traditions  

Presenting a solution to his criticism of rhetoric as “thin” and limited, Dilip 

Gaonkar suggests recuperative strategies are needed to reveal the repressed rhetoricity of 

a text (Gaonkar, 1993; Jasinski, 1997, p. 195). The field of rhetoric has certainly made 

productive discoveries within the instrumentalist/intentionalist model of persuasion, but 

those are not inherently complete or always effective. For Gaonkar and others, 

prioritizing authorial purpose obscures important intertextual connections relevant to the 
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rhetorical critic’s investigation. Studies of rhetoric too focused on audience or occasion 

have lost sight of a broader, more organic sense of context.  

 James Jasinski answers Gaonkar’s call for “recuperative strategies” to resolve the 

limited focus on instrumentalist rhetoric that produced the thinness problem within the 

field, and provides his solution to “thicken” critical practice. He diverts rhetorical critics 

to broaden the field of research and examine the “performative traditions” as the neo-

Aristotelian “conditions of discursive possibility.” Outlining the conditions of invention, 

Jaskinski defines performative traditions as the linguistic idioms, voices, and 

argumentative pattern or structure of the text. Wanting to show that it is not simply a 

choice of either “more theory” or “more history,” Jasinski argues that the historical 

language of practice invites thicker interpretations and more elaborate conceptual 

reflection (p. 197).   

 The interpretive practice of performative traditions extends beyond Gaonkar’s 

notion of redescription, and can best be characterized as a “rhetorical reconstruction of 

textual production” (p. 215). According to Murphy (1997):  

Rhetorical traditions exist in history; they shape and share the ambiguities of 

historical experience and communal life. As a result, there are layered and 

dissonant voices within and between traditions. Traditions “speak” to each other 

and to pressing problems of the day. No one tradition can finalize the world or 

itself. (p. 72-73) 

In the sense that traditions “speak” to each other, Murphy and Jasinski rely on Bakhtin’s 

(1981) term “linguistic heteroglossia, ” that is, the “internal stratification present in every 

language at any given moment of its historical existence” (p. 263). Rhetorical 
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reconstruction through the lens of performative traditions means “individual authorial 

agency is decentered in the act of textual production” as intentions are “refracted” 

through the spectrum of languages and voices (heteroglossia) that the rhetor attempts to 

arrange (Jasinski, 1997, p. 214).  

 The act of performative traditions seeks to “chart” (to borrow from Burke) the 

play of languages and voices within the ground of textual action. Jasinski indicates, 

“Invention is a social process in that the words employed by any author are always 

already part of a performative tradition in which the author is situated in and from which 

the author draws” (p. 214). A rhetorical model free from the constraints of focus on the 

author’s purpose or intent can reveal the “orchestration” of rhetorical traditions. The 

challenge, however, is to extend this method and read the text within and against this 

“intertextual matrix of context or cultural grammar” (p. 212). Murphy and Jasinski place 

rigorous demands on the rhetorical critic by expanding the interpretation of relevant 

context and noting the multitude of performative traditions situated in any given 

rhetorical situation. In order to provide “thickness” for rhetoric, critics should chart the 

organization and interaction of performative traditions within the text. Studying a text as 

a juncture between author and context facilitates pellucid access into the complex and 

“restless process of invention,” revealing “layered voices and languages” (Murphy, 1997, 

p. 85). Seen this way, invention appears as the “orchestration of the resources of 

rhetorical traditions into coherent artistic representations of community life in contingent 

circumstances” (p. 74). This “orchestration” manifests in the weaving together of the 

“grammatical, formal, and ethical wherewithal of one or several traditions” (p. 74). As 
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Morson and Emerson (1990) indicate, each tradition is a train of rhetorical memory, “a 

living carrier of cultural wealth accumulated over history” (p. 288). 

 Leff (1993) gives an account of tradition as “an interactive and generative 

network of influence that shapes, though it does not determine, the positions of those who 

participate in it” (p. 299). Leff captures the function of all performative traditions in that 

they “enable certain practices while constraining others” (Jasinski, 1997, p. 213). The art 

of rhetorical traditions suggests ways to read texts as constituted in the public sphere in 

“a cacophonous array of ways of thinking and talking and acting in the world” (White, 

1994, p.306; Murphy, 1997, p. 72). Bineham (1995) notes the transparent quality of 

tradition, and contends “it is so transparent a medium that it is invisible to us” (p. 8). The 

rhetorical critic’s challenge, according to Jasinski, is to “negotiate the transparency of 

rhetorical art as manifest in specific texts but also engage the transparency of 

performative traditions as a way of thickening critical practice” (Jasinski, 2001, p. 593).  

 Acknowledging the radical multiplicity of the text’s context, performative 

traditions can thicken the study of rhetoric through an appreciation of organic emergence 

of text—moving beyond the simpler formalist recounting of discursive tools. The method 

is ultimately about “learning how to read texts in context” (Jasinski, 1997, p. 216-217). 

Leah Ceccarelli (2001) praises Jasinski’s reconstructive recommendation because of its 

“promising way of achieving an equilibrium” between the textual critic’s desire to 

uncover the genius of persuasive design and the cultural critic’s desire to reveal 

overlooked institutional constraints on discursive action (p. 322).  
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Kass’s Jeremiad for Dignity 

  The object of my study is Leon Kass’s defense of dignity in the biotechnology 

debate. This defense occurs most notably in his book Life, Liberty and the Defense of 

Dignity, but also in many of his other writings during his tenure as chairman of President 

Bush’s council on bioethics. Discussing Prometheus and the drive for human mastery of 

nature, Kass expresses anxiety about the degradation of dignity in exchange for other 

forms of proud human technological achievement: “The heart of the possibility of tragedy 

is that human glory and human misery are linked, that the triumph of human achievement 

contains intrinsically the source of human degradation. And the likelihood of suffering 

tragedy increases with a hubristic belief that we have everything under control” (Kass, 

2002, p. 40). He distresses that mastery will become enslavement to “instincts, drives, 

lusts, impulsions, and passions” (p. 44). Trusting in his go-to imagery, he instructs the 

reader to “read Huxley’s Brave New World” to see that “promethean man will become a 

contented cow.” Kass expands the implications of the Promethean drive to a level 

“identical with utter dehumanization” (p. 50). Clearly Kass not only fears the loss of 

dignity through death and practices like euthanasia, but he also wants to hamstring 

technological advancement out of a fear that humans will become slaves to their own 

domination.  

 Kass presents the optimistic prospect of recovery and renewal through what 

Bercovitch (1978) described as “fulfilling the covenant” (P. 28): 

Despite the dark picture I have sketched, things are not so dark on the ground. It 

may be that human dignity has a future, needing only some encouragement and 

voice for what many people still know in their bones. The events of September 11 
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have reminded us that courage, fortitude, generosity, righteousness and the other 

human virtues are not confined solely to the few. Many of us strive for 

them…With proper models, proper rearing and proper encouragement, many of 

us can be and act more in accord with our higher natures. (Kass, 2002, p. 25) 

Drawing from the extensive narrative power of September 11th, Kass conveys the need to 

reclaim formerly respected virtues that reflect dignity and righteousness. Stressing 

“accord with our higher natures,” Kass establishes the thesis of the jeremiad. Society 

must reclaim ideal “higher” virtues of the past or face a dark future. Kass places this call 

in the public eye, gives society a choice to repent for their moral sins, and warns of 

impending disaster. 

 Recommending a solution to the controversy of genetic engineering, Kass’s 

(2002, p. 25) thesis for renewed prioritization of dignified and humble orientation to the 

world grounds itself in the rhetoric of the American jeremiad. Fear tactics, a call for 

reclamation of values, and an optimistic outlook sustainable only through a public 

restoration of the violated values represent the foundation of Kass’s argumentative 

approach. Given his aggressively stressed importance of dignity and a society filled with 

openness and warmth, Kass advances hospitality through an enthymeme inscribed on the 

Statue of Liberty: “Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to 

breathe free." In opposition to the cold civilization portrayed in Aldous Huxley’s Brave 

New World, Kass furthers a moral orientation in favor of hospitality and dignity. For him, 

dignity is an essential virtue for ethical decision-makers to value when confronted with 

the challenges of biotechnology and genetic enhancement. The jeremiad not only 

manifests in the thesis of Kass’ argument, but also throughout Kass’s rhetorical treatment 
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of religion and other inherent philosophic underpinnings of his case. Additionally, Kass’s 

focus on human dignity, religion, and the Founders bind his argument to the rich 

narrative of American tradition in a jeremiad.  

 

Chapter Outline 

 My thesis charts distinct traditions in the rhetoric of dignity and the jeremiad 

against biotechnology. Kass makes a number of moves within the text that are worthy of 

examination from the standpoint of traditions and bioethics. To analyze those moves, I 

implement the rhetorical tradition approach over the next four chapters. Chapter two 

traces the idiom of dignity through its tangled philosophical roots to Kass’s deployment 

of the concept. As idioms act as a cultural grammar for communication, chapter two acts 

a foundation for my rhetorical analysis of Kass presented in chapters three and four. In 

chapter two, I argue that we should view dignity as an idiom and not as the objective 

truth that Kass asserts.  

 Chapter three builds on the analysis of the idiom of dignity with an interrogation 

of the voice of dignity. I investigate the ways in which Kass rhetorically employs the 

ambiguous nature of dignity to subtly move his audience toward a tradition of human-

centrism. Essential to crafting an appeal to a specific audience, voice can reveal how the 

philosophical or historical or cultural underpinnings of a societal virtue or tradition can 

influence the function in a rhetorical setting. Voice is a function of the linguistic. Also 

understood as a signifier, voice references idioms, vocabularies, and sets of cultural 

meanings as I mine for hermeneutic depth in Kass’s text. This thesis follows Watts 

(2001) observation that “rather than being an authoritative projector of ‘voice,’ the 
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subject is understood as being spoken by language. In this way language inscribes ‘voice’ 

because of its capacity for signification and variation” (p. 192). This evaluation of 

language represents a frequently lost chance for rhetoric, which is to uncover the 

resources of various traditions that Kass marshals to voice dignity as objective moral 

truth and conceal dignity’s function as an idiom. 

 In an especially important move for this thesis, Chapter four examines how 

Kass’s idiom and voice of dignity are articulated and argued through a pattern or structure 

known as the rhetoric of the American jeremiad. Here Kass interweaves the tradition of 

dignity with the tradition of the jeremiad to form a uniquely compelling rhetorical case. 

This thesis is not simply concerned with how these three elements (idiom, voice, 

structure) operate independently, but also wants to discover how they interact, build on, 

and draw from each other. Critics should take heed not to overlook the internal structure 

of a textual performance, as such oversight comes at an interpretive cost when “each 

structure offers a particular kind of perspective on a subject” (Campbell & Huxman, 

2009, p. 144). Given that the literal construction of discourse is inherently a rhetorical 

event yielding clues for interpretation, a deeper contextualization of the overall structure 

of idioms and voices in specific argumentative patterns can yield additional insight for 

understanding the implications of a particular message. Analogized to “classical systems 

of topoi,” traditional argumentative structures produce distinct “lines of argument and 

figurative devices” and those enhance awareness of subtle interpretative potential 

(Murphy, 1997, p. 74). 

 Chapter five presents my conclusions and implications of the study, notably how 

a closer examination of the form and content of Kass’s defense of dignity reveals a 
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consistency in restricting creative approaches to establishing ethics in the face of 

bioethical questions. The interactions of voice, dignity, and structure reveal how Kass 

cloaks the religious foundation of his arguments as secular. This thesis is a move through 

rhetorical traditions away from concern about what dignity means and towards a deeper 

investigation into how dignity means. The ever-increasing fields of rhetoric and bioethics 

can benefit from such an approach.  
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CHAPTER TWO: 

Dignity as Idiom 

 

 

 

Introduction  

 

Rhetoricians have long contended that language is not neutral but conveys values, shapes 

perceptions, and suggests agendas. This awareness has recently risen in scholarly circles 

to include the study of biotechnological science. As Hyde & Herrick (2013) illustrate, 

“identifying and deciphering the important role played by narratives, metaphors, and 

other linguistic strategies in shaping public expectations of science defines an important 

social and political endeavor” (p. 4). Biotechnology holds the key to regenerate damaged 

organs, recover impaired senses, and drastically extend life itself. These technologies 

inspire some and terrify others. Are we forgetting our limits in favor of the hubris in 

playing God? Should we look back to proverbs from our faiths? Regardless, we must 

adapt our language to address and evolve with wholesale changes to the human condition, 

and this process might breach the rhetorical walls constructed around traditionally 

religious concerns about what it means to be human (p. 4).  
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 Given the current and rising inevitable ethical demands of the biotechnological 

era, rhetoric is vital. This should come as no surprise, given the steadfast rhetorical 

tradition that Blumenberg (1987) explains: “Lacking definitive evidence and being 

compelled to act are the prerequisites of the rhetorical situation” (p. 441). 

Communicating in a world with biotechnology demands rhetoric. We lack definitive 

ethical guidance about thresholds for being too “god-like.” Still, we must act in ever-

evolving ways to combat disability, disease, and death. Hyde and Herrick (2013) 

elucidate the implication of this study: 

 Lacking definitive evidence for answering this question [what it means to be 

 human], science would be wise, however, to develop its rhetorical competence. 

 The scope and function of today’s biotechnological revolution defines an 

 immense rhetorical situation. We are beyond the point at which medical science 

 can present itself as a rhetorically neutral method of inquiry…, What foundational 

 ethical principles will guide our uses of miraculous new technologies?…What 

 discourse will we employ to  describe ourselves and our technologies? Such 

 questions suggest that an exploration of the language of our biotechnological 

 future is both timely and critically important. (p. 6) 

 Kass responds to this biotechnological and rhetorical exigency with a reclamation 

and redefinition of dignity. For him, genetic enhancement indeed will alter what it means 

to be human and change will be for the worse. Dignity is simultaneously the necessary 

method to protect humans from enhancement and the essential quality of humans 

representing the reason to block enhancements in the first place. Kass wants to preserve 

something human, and dignity is his perceived last chance in a political and philosophical 
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world where the principles of liberal democracy rest on poorly defined intellectual 

foundations. One of the most important goals of this thesis is to shed light on the ways in 

which advocates like Kass maintain an advantage of power in claiming definitional 

authority. 

 A closer examination into the concept of human dignity is in order, not only its 

alleged meaning but also its rhetorical meaning in genetic enhancement controversies. 

With disagreement on defining and applying dignity seemingly inescapable, rhetorical 

critics should help unravel the textual and intertexual persuasive elements of dignity’s 

guardians. This chapter explores how dignity means, and I examine the concept and 

rhetoric of human dignity from its metaphysical foundations to its polemical deployment 

through Kass’s jeremiad in the public sphere. In my search for how dignity means, I point 

to the abstract and ambiguous nature of dignity to deny Kass’s claim of an objective truth 

to the concept. Here, too, I briefly preview the performance of dignity’s idiom articulated 

by Kass in the debate over enhancement technologies. I will first extrapolate on the idiom 

as an essential element of performative traditions method. The second section forwards 

an analysis of dignity as an idiom, with its distinct terminology layered within a tangled 

history that has seen prolific rhetorical potential. Lastly, I introduce how Kass treats 

dignity. My specific analysis of Kass’s text is limited in chapter two, but I still direct 

attention to Kass’s participation within the idiom of dignity. Despite his resolute stance 

that dignity can have a sole definition that guards against looming biotechnological 

dangers, viewing dignity as an idiom reveals the enabling and constraining nature of 

Kass’s rhetoric in attempting to redefine the inescapably obscure concept. This chapter 
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sets up my analysis in future chapters of how Kass finds a voice for dignity and structures 

that voice into persuasive argument. 

 

Idioms and the Rhetorical Tradition 

 The vocabulary of rhetorical traditions presents a necessary starting point for 

critical investigation. Jasinski agrees with Pocock’s (1987) explanation: “We do not say 

that the language context is the only context which gives the speech act meaning and 

history… we say only that it is a promising context with which to begin.” Linguistic 

idioms mark the first embodiment of performative traditions, and Jasinski (1997) 

illustrates this with the example of civic republicanism as a tradition “embodied in terms 

of value (virtue, disinterestedness, public good) and opprobrium (corruption, self-interest, 

factionalism)” (p. 213). This thesis focuses on the concept of dignity as an idiom 

employed by Kass in the enhancement debate. I begin with dignity as an idiom to 

illustrate the implications of linguistic diffusion which Pocock and Jasinski indicate is “a 

crucial component of civic life.” As languages and traditions emerge within the confines 

of specific structures, they can migrate into other spheres of life or be appropriated and 

used to challenge the same institutions that invented or employed them (p. 213). This 

section will highlight the necessary elements of idioms to assist in the demonstration of 

Kass’s rhetorical enactment of dignity as an idiom. Tension might appear to arise 

between my critique of Kass’s defense of dignity and my use idiom that comes from 

authors like Pocock who support civic republicanism. Though dignity is in line with the 

tradition of civic republicanism, my thesis is not a continuation of the attack on virtues of 

civic republicanism that Kass fears, it is only a rhetorical analysis of how he deploys and 

defends those virtues.  
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 Keeping in mind that other elements of rhetorical traditions—voice, structure, and 

pattern—will draw on idioms to translate the values of a tradition and point the audience 

with important contextual cues, the language and terminology of a particular tradition 

indeed shapes the discourse in dynamic fashion. Distinct phrasing and specialized 

terminology configures and directs the discourse. Idioms may appear stable in content 

and articulation, but they are far from static. Murphy (1997) expands on this notion, 

highlighting idioms as the “linguistic potentiality” of rhetorical traditions. Idioms are 

deeply connected to culture and generate the necessary resources for conveying “the 

ambiguities of historical experience and communal life” (p. 72). Furthermore, idioms 

reproduce rhetorical context faithfully around a particular exigency in a geological 

layering of history and rhetoric (Pocock, 1987, p. 25). Language maintains a flexible 

ability to adapt to new circumstances and assists rhetorical traditions in properly 

contextualizing contemporary rhetoric. Murphy (2011) illustrates this with President 

Obama’s use of biblical language in Exodus to craft a progressive political covenant 

which “acquires an increasingly rich set of meanings over time as it is invoked in time” 

(p. 405).  

 Moreover, idioms facilitate a transition for traditions from the past into the 

rhetorical exigencies of the present. This diachronic nature is what Bakhtin (1981) calls 

heteroglossia, “the internal stratification present in every language at any given moment 

of its historical existence.” This stratification gives rhetorical traditions the capability to 

function through time (p. 263). Some idioms are more effective in certain circumstances 

or periods than others. These idioms also interact, and Pocock (1987) argues that political 

discourse operating “into a multiplicity of sub-languages or idioms, must now be seen as 
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capable of generating these idioms from within the activity of its own discourse, as well 

as borrowing from, or being intruded on by, idioms originating with other communities 

of discourse” (p. 25). Rhetorical resources gathered from various contexts work together 

to generate and perform an idiom as “orators weave together the grammatical, formal, 

and ethical wherewithal of one or several traditions” (Murphy, 1997, p. 74).  

 A cornucopia of interpretative potential, idioms “enable certain practices (never 

completely determining) while constraining others (never completely excluding or 

prohibiting)” (Jasinski, 1997, p. 213). Rhetorical reconstruction as an interpretative 

practice seeks to chart the resources summoned and applied by refracting motives 

“through the spectrum of languages” during expression (p. 215). Kristan Poirot’s (2010) 

disclosure of the tension in Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s rhetoric between racial 

discrimination and female liberation demonstrates the enabling and constraining nature of 

idioms. Poirot posits that Cady Stanton’s “nineteenth-century liberal enlightenment idiom 

of difference was a constellation of arguments and rhetorical forms,” which aimed to 

guide her “dual commitment to abolition and women’s rights that, in her view, had come 

into conflict with one another at the conclusion of the Civil War.” According to Poirot, 

this dual obligation organizes Cady Stanton’s idiom, “a marshaling of certain tropes, 

arguments, and forms, and challenging of others” for discussing difference (p. 201). As 

Osborn (2012) illustrates with his analysis of Hillary Clinton’s wiki-leaked cable about 

Iranian proliferation threats, “within all politicized address, idioms help illustrate 

discursive competition and conflict amongst the agendas which must be navigated by 

rhetors on a case-by-case basis” (p. 39).   
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 In the case of biotechnological enhancements, Kass navigates the conflict over 

both enhancement and dignity as debates continue over the necessity of these ideals. He 

is trying to translate his subjective feeling of moral repugnance into a stable, static, and 

concrete definition, interpretation, and application of some objective truth called dignity. 

While Kass is making a serious attempt at finding an objective definitional account of 

dignity, still the idiom continues to conceal and reveal cultural, religious, and communal 

preferences through the interplay of rhetorical traditions. In the following sections, I 

emphasize the idiomatic nature of dignity as a linguistic device for persuading audiences. 

I begin to illuminate the context surrounding Kass’s rhetorical moves and lead the thesis 

into chapter three’s investigation of how Kass finds a voice for dignity in the debate. 

Viewing dignity as an idiom within rhetorical traditions reveals how dignity means and 

shifts our focus away from the polarized status quo debate over what dignity means. This 

chapter does not sufficiently cover Kass’s rhetorical moves, but it provides the necessary 

context of dignity as an idiom that founds my description of Kass as rhetorical in chapters 

three and four.  

 

Dignity as Idiom 

 Aware of the difficulties in articulating dignity in biotechnological debates, Kass 

(2002) concedes the magnitude of his effort:  

 The first trouble with ‘dignity’ is that it is an abstraction, and a soft one at that. 

 ‘Harm’ is another abstraction, but we do not lack for concrete examples: a broken 

 bone, a burned- down house, a stolen purse. ‘Dignity’ is much more elusive, so 

 much so that many in the field of bioethics mock it or treat it as a merely 

 ‘symbolic’ value—meaning that it has no concrete reality. With some effort, these 
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 difficulties can be negotiated; but then the real trouble starts, because not 

 everyone agrees about the nature and ground of human dignity. (p. 19) 

The last sentence from Kass is crucial and bears repeating, “Not everyone agrees about 

the nature and ground of human dignity.” The lack of scholarly consensus in interpreting 

and applying dignity to any context, especially a bioethical one, conveys the necessity of 

remembering to frame dignity as an idiom. Without uniform agreement on redefinition, 

dignity remains intangible and abstract—a feel-good concept that stimulates some and 

infuriates others but continues to lack the unbiased secular foundation Kass asserts.   

 Viewing dignity as an idiom reminds us that it is a fluid concept, and it means 

differently for various people in various circumstances. While Kass would prefer a static 

clarification of dignity, history is not on his side. The tangled sources underpinning the 

concept’s philosophy contribute to a lack of consensus on definitions and applications of 

dignity (Shulman, 2009, p. 6). Kant’s enlightenment philosophy of dignity guides some, 

and others draw from classical antiquity in their groundings (Schulman, 2009, p. 7-8). At 

the center of the debate over dignity for Kass and others is the question of religious 

sensibilities. Is dignity inherently tied to religion? 

 Gelertner (2009) defends “the irreducibly religious character of human dignity” 

and traces the Jewish and Christian influence on the evolution of the concept. Human 

dignity not only embodies a virtue of the Founders, but it also echoes the influence of 

American Christianity, particularly Puritanism. Vetterli and Bryner (1987) noted that 

American Christianity, with its Judaic influence, “was not just compatible with the 

philosophy that energized men to love freedom, that made them see themselves as heirs 

of human dignity…it was primarily responsible for the philosophy.” Human dignity 
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gained its force in America from the belief that humans were destined for eternity, that 

we share an essence more than human, and that our freedom was divinely ordained (p. 

54). Even Kass, a public champion of religion and human dignity, explicitly downplays 

the linkage between the two. Considering the context of his attempt to provide a secular 

defense of dignity, this makes sense but also raises suspicions about the genuineness of 

Kass’s approach. Regardless of Kass’s admittance, this religious connection remains 

attendant to the jeremiad he structures and influences his narrative’s power. 

 Harmony remains elusive—especially in the field of bioethics—in the content, 

ground, and application of dignity (Dilley & Palpant, 2013, p. 3). This incongruity is not 

necessarily a sign of the failures of language, but rather an indication that idiomatic 

interpretations of dignity represent a more straightforward articulation of how the 

surrounding terminology functions. Idiomatic language is flexible and enhances 

adaptation to changing times, and it helps rhetors convey the ambiguities of historical, 

cultural, and communal life (Murphy, 1997, p. 72). The flexibility of dignity is indeed its 

compliment, not its enemy. In the context of United Nations declarations on human rights 

in the aftermath of the Second World War, dignity’s elasticity forwarded arguments in 

favor of equality, human rights, and basic human freedoms for all persons. The concept 

of human dignity plays an increasingly crucial role in contemporary ethics, specifically in 

the subfields of politics, international law, and biomedical ethics (Dilley & Palpant, 2013; 

Schulman, 2009). Still, it remains unsatisfactorily defined when invoked (Calhoun, 2013, 

p. 19). Dignity perhaps still functions in these international declarations as a backstop 

against oppression, but fails to provide clear ethical guidance in the context of biomedical 

technology.  
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 Nevertheless, dignity uniquely parades the idiomatic attribute of a distinct 

layering of history and rhetoric. The ideal of dignity draws from diverse strains of 

philosophical thought—classical antiquity, Christianity, enlightenment philosophy—and 

has been invoked throughout many significant (albeit arguably symbolic) international 

declarations. Dignity has acquired meaning over time, but has no sole stable international 

definition. Margaret Somerville’s (2010) analysis of those declarations reveals that 

dignity is nowhere defined in these instruments (p. 2-4). Even outside of biotechnological 

discussions, calls for dignity are expanding. In the context of plants, Koechlin (2009) 

points to Swiss groups lobbying for an extension of dignity to plant life. The lobbyists 

acknowledge the rhetorical prowess of dignity as indicated by Bostrum (2009):  

Like some successful politicians, the idea of dignity has hit upon a winning 

formula by combining into one package gravitas, a general feel-good quality, and 

a profound vagueness that enables all constituencies to declare their allegiance 

without thereby endorsing any particular course of action. (p. 173-174)  

Ruth Macklin (2003) finds the appeal of dignity problematic and contends that calls for 

dignity are either “vague restatements of other, more precise, notions or mere slogans that 

add nothing to an understanding of the topic.” She further argues that modern 

applications like the UN Charter cannot effectively translate into biomedical controversy. 

The malleability and ambiguity of dignity, due to its tangled philosophical roots and lack 

of consensus, indicates the accuracy of preferring an idiomatic interpretation of the term.   

 In their most basic form, idioms function to provide a phrasing or terminology for 

a more abstract concept. For Kass, the vocabulary of dignity manifests in signifying 

“essential humanness” or some quality of human that is worth preserving. To define 
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dignity, defend dignity, and justify his approach, Kass looks to establish a faithful 

adherence to something human. Signifying or performing the idiom of dignity, Kass 

voices his argument through a language centered on the human. Additionally, he relies on 

a vocabulary of science fiction and calls on readers to look to Huxley’s Brave New World 

to envision a society overwhelmed and corrupted with biotechnology. How Kass finds 

and employs a voice for dignity is explored more in chapter three, but introducing the 

manner in which he constructs a language for the debate discloses his own linguistic 

biotechnology and perfectionist impulse to exert definitional authority.      

 Abstract notions of dignity express the prerequisite of an idiomatic frame. As the 

ambiguity of value-laden terminology from Kass enables and constrains rhetorical 

traditions, phrasing becomes even more important to focus on. Kass utilizes dignity as a 

rhetorical device to pick and choose certain traditions to highlight throughout his 

rhetorical development of definition. With a noted tangled philosophical and murky 

definitional foundation, dignity elevates the significance of its idiomatic abilities to 

enable and constrain. Kass chooses his dignity to be notably American, religious, and 

grounded in adversity. Masquerading as objective definitional truth, Kass promotes his 

definition of dignity as static, but it culminates in a dynamic blending of multiple 

rhetorical traditions that are always already enabling some voices while silencing others.   

  Nietzsche’s famous quote from ‘On Truth and Lie in an Extra-Moral Sense’ 

poignantly illustrates the central point of my chapter:  

 What, then, is truth? A mobile army of metaphors, metonyms, and 

 anthropomorphisms –  in short, a sum of human relations, which have been 

 enhanced, transposed, and embellished poetically, rhetorically, and which after 
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 long use seem firm, canonical, and obligatory to a people: truths are illusions 

 about which one has forgotten that this is what they are; metaphors which are 

 worn out and without sensuous power; coins which have lost their pictures and 

 now matter only as metal, no longer as coins. (1986, p. 219) 

Kass not only forgets that truths are illusions and metaphors are worn out, but he actually 

attempts to increase the active participation in this forgetting through pursuit of 

definitional authority. Kass tries to give dignity a concrete objective meaning that it has 

never boasted. Dignity is, Kass admits, an instinctual emotion or personal feeling that 

stands against repugnance. He is trying to translate that disgust into sound moral 

argument. The translation, however, forgets that objectivity and universal definition is a 

pipedream that language could never actualize.  

 The dangers of forgetting are well documented. Viewing dignity as an objective 

moral truth is an attempt at escape from the inevitable subjectivity in morality. A telling 

replication of this subjectivity is generated by Kass (1994/1999) when he elaborates on 

dignified behavior:  

 Worst of all from this point of view are those more uncivilized forms of eating, 

 like licking an ice cream cone --a catlike activity that has been made acceptable in 

 informal America but that still offends those who know eating in public is 

 offensive…eating in the street is for dogs. Modern America's rising tide of 

 informality has already washed out many long-standing traditions -- their reasons 

 long before forgotten -- that served well to regulate the boundary between public 

 and private; and in many quarters complete shamelessness is treated as proof of 

 genuine liberation from the allegedly arbitrary constraints of manners…Not just 
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 the uneducated rustic but children of the cultural elite are now regularly seen 

 yawning openly in public…But eating on the street -- even when undertaken, say, 

 because one is between appointments and has no other time to eat -- displays in 

 fact precisely such lack of self-control: It beckons enslavement to the 

 belly…Lacking utensils for cutting and lifting to mouth, he will often be seen 

 using his teeth for tearing off chewable portions, just like any animal…This 

 doglike feeding, if one must engage in it, ought to be kept from public view, 

 where, even if WE feel no shame, others are compelled to witness our shameful 

 behavior.” (p. 148-149) 

Kass’s disgust with “cat-like” people eating ice cream in public exemplifies how dignity 

cannot and should not be universally or objectively defined. Dignity remains an intensely 

subjective force, and can be tied to productive goals like ending human slavery, but also 

to harmless acts like eating in public. Kass provides no consistent criteria from which to 

determine whether an act violates human dignity. Instead of following Kass’s personal 

feeling of repugnance to craft policy, we should study and apply dignity cautiously, 

remembering that it is first and foremost an idiom capable of enabling and constraining 

ideas, voices, and traditions. An idiomatic interpretation of dignity would serve us more 

faithfully than the illusion of truth that Kass propagates. Steven Pinker clarifies how 

“dignity is skin-deep: it's the sizzle, not the steak; the cover, not the book. What 

ultimately matters is respect for the person, not the perceptual signals that typically 

trigger it” (2008). Dignity is still a uniquely powerful symbolic force worthy of scholarly 

and public attention, and as the center of conservative attacks on biotechnological 

progress, warrants more study. As we critically engage dignity, we should heed 
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Nietzsche’s warning and prioritize an idiomatic interpretation of the concept in order to 

avoid the pitfalls of forgetting that truths can be illusions. This prudence is not a 

sweeping postmodern claim that we should disregard searches for truth, but rather 

indicates how strict universalism can be dangerously subjective when crafting policy.  
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CHAPTER THREE: 

A Voice for Dignity 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Kass’s (2002) promotion of dignity arises in part from his concern over society’s inability 

to intelligently defend its moral foundations: 

 The chickens are coming home to roost. Liberal democracy, founded on a 

 doctrine of human freedom and dignity, has as its most respected body of thought 

 a teaching that has no room for freedom and dignity. Liberal democracy has 

 reached a point, thanks in no small part to the success of the arts and sciences to 

 which it is wedded, where it can no longer defend intellectually its founding 

 principles. (p. 46)  

Kass views the progress of scientific knowledge and the strict privileging of rigorous 

standards for evidence under the scientific method as the destruction of capabilities to 

justify moral values. Forwarding a defense of dignity, Kass seeks to compel society to 

reclaim a past virtue he perceives as necessary truth. An objective, universal, and 
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concrete understanding of dignity is essential for him. While he would prefer his 

arguments in favor of dignity to attain a level of isolation from rhetorical influence and 

routine limits of language, a closer look reveals an important tension between his 

ambiguity and simultaneous calls for clarity in definitions. Kass lauds the ambiguity of 

his text, yet concurrently claims his role in the discussion is to better define the concept 

of dignity. Recalling that the role of bioethics should be to enhance autonomous decision-

making and improve communication about important components of difficult medical 

and ethical decisions (Hyde & King, 2010), the present chapter examines Kass’s voice 

for dignity and considers the implications of that voice on the broader bioethical 

discussion. In explaining how dignity means for Kass, I explore his rhetorical tactics and 

the intertextual relations that govern his voice. I show how Kass’s voice reflects an 

expansive and stylistically sophisticated move to limit both biotechnological progress and 

stifle critical thinking on bioethical issues.  

 As Lyne (2001) pronounces, both rhetoric and bioethics work in contexts where 

traditions are concerned with moving people toward understanding and accepting ideas. 

As bioethics requires people to make judgments when the “facts” are often ambiguously 

insufficient, individuals inevitably support or reject biotechnology based on persuasive 

appeals, argument structure, and other rhetorical devices (p. 4-5). As I evaluate the 

persuasive voice of Kass, I direct attention to his utilization of the inventive capacity of 

language to produce and represent values and to subtly position others for decisions and 

actions based in those values. Indeed, how issues are framed in relation to shared beliefs 

remains a critical component of the narrative element of persuasion (p. 4). An 
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investigation into Kass’s voice demonstrates his rhetorical construction of dignity and his 

struggles to translate the emotion of disgust into sound public moral argument.  

 

Voice and Rhetorical Traditions  
 
 The puissance of the rhetorical traditions methodology resides in contextual 

revelation. Idioms assist in the process of charting persuasive elements of language, but 

to recognize that a text is dynamic in both content as well as form is to draw the 

connections of context between idioms and the respective voice of those terminological 

nuances. The present section explains how the idiom of “a performative tradition is 

enacted” through what Jasinski (1997) calls “particular speaking voices” (p. 213). Eric 

King Watts (2001) notes that “rhetoricians have generally treated such polyphony in 

terms of stylistic or idiomatic variables,” and “voice references a set of cultural 

meanings, vocabularies, or interpretive communities” (p. 184).  

 Lamenting the mixed echoes and notions of voice in current rhetorical studies, 

Watts (2001) points to the need for specifying the diverse concept under investigation (p. 

179). In this thesis, voice refers to the public performance of culturally specific idioms or 

vocabularies. A few examples help clarify the notion of voice I am furthering. Michael 

Graves (1983) delineates the voice of the Quaker sermon in focusing on metaphor (p. 

369). Murphy (1997) charts Martin Luther King Jr.’s voice through Bill Clinton’s speech 

assuming the cultural authority of the black church (p. 280). These authors help reveal 

how rhetorical traditions are re-made and reinvigorated by speakers with agency, and it 

contributes to an appreciation of modes of invention. Most importantly, when we trace 

these traditions and store them in our collective memory, rhetoricians can account for 
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their deployment in public discourse and hold authors accountable for their claims to 

authority (Watts, 2001, p. 184). Voice is not working alone. It does not inhabit texts or 

persons singly or unitarily. Rather, it is “invigorated by a public awareness of the ethical 

and emotional concerns of discourse” (p. 185).  

 
A Voice for Dignity: Signifying the Human 
 
 Examining Kass’s voice for dignity illuminates the benefits of the performative 

traditions method, as we see in Kass a host of regressive signifiers, cultural histories, 

religious affective investments, and interwoven American traditions that provide the 

rhetorical critic copious data to evaluate subtle persuasive acts and the implications of 

those efforts. If dignity as idiom is the content we see in Kass’s text, his voice is the form. 

As expressed in chapter two, the terminology Kass relies on to build his case for an 

objective notion of dignity prioritizes an ontological framing and a biological 

understanding of what is human. Throughout his pioneering texts on enhancement and 

dignity, Kass (2002) laments that we “hide our heads in the sand because we enjoy the 

blessings that medicine keeps supplying,” (p. 10) when in actuality we should “strive to 

protect and preserve human dignity and the ideas and practices that keep us human” (p. 

7). Within Kass’s perspective, “no friend of humanity cheers for a posthuman future” (p. 

10). By “posthuman,” Kass is referring to the complete rupture of current understandings 

of what it means to be human that biotechnology presents. A posthuman individual is one 

whose basic capacities so radically exceed those of present humans as to be no longer 

unambiguously human by our current standards. He proposes a sliding scale of dignity 

with varying degrees of some (undisclosed) moral code: 
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 Yet on further examination this universal attribution of dignity to human beings 

 pays tribute more to human potentiality, to the possibilities for human excellence. 

 Full dignity, or dignity properly so-called, would depend on the realization of 

 these possibilities…If universal human dignity is grounded, for example, in the 

 moral life, in that everyone faces and makes moral choices, dignity would seem to 

 depend mainly on having a good moral life, that is, on choosing well. Is there not 

 more dignity in the courageous than in the cowardly, in the moderate than in the 

 self-indulgent, in the righteous than in the wicked? (p. 212) 

 Setting aside for now his rhetoric of “righteousness” and “good moral life,” Kass 

appears determined to articulate a secular sense of human excellence as human dignity. 

These qualities of excellence, however, cannot guarantee a definition of dignity that 

would comprehensively address ethical issues at hand in the biotechnology debate. If he 

wants to rely on dignity to exclude activities like in vitro fertilization and cloning, he will 

need to attain a more expansive role for dignity. Otherwise, he lacks evidence for the 

worth of preserving something human. Kass provides this divergent yet broader view of 

dignity in rhetorically signifying the human.  

 At its most fundamental level, voice is an intention to signify (Risser, 1997, p. 

177). According to Hyde and Smith (1979), rhetoric is first and foremost about disclosing 

meaning to audiences and to oneself, and communication cannot exist without an ability 

to structure our understanding linguistically (p. 350). Moreover, communication is 

inherently an interpretative act because a nearly infinite set of linguistic possibilities 

constitutes our “hermeneutical situation” (p. 352). Signifying and exchanging symbols 

both establishes our space of discourse and elevates the importance of the processes of 
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symbolic exchange (Habermas, 1987, p. 77-112). However, the desire to communicate 

signs often seduces us into forgetting how “language forces upon all of us a separating 

from the world” (Watts, 2001, p. 183). That is why rhetorical studies have reconfigured 

their focus toward considering symbol systems in studies of speech and transferring 

attention on how dominant language authorizes or excludes various discursive forms 

(Olson, 1998). 

 Though he attempts to demarcate something essentially human as dignity, Kass’s 

argument grows circular and regressive when he signifies those qualities of the human. 

Lacking an objective definition for some “essential qualities of the human,” Kass must 

rely on metaphors and metonymic connections to build a link between the word “human” 

and an argument for inherent humanness. Instead of generating sound moral argument 

out of his visceral feeling of disgust towards enhancement technologies, his argument 

collapses on itself when it becomes a signifying chain of artificially linked terms that 

only end up pointing back to each other (Zemlicka, p. 9-10). I first direct my attention to 

Kass’s signifying chain of the human and then apply that criticism—artificial linkages 

masquerading as objective moral foundations—to his religious rhetoric in articulating 

“the gift of life.” 

 Kass seeks to explain “what is disquieting about our attempts to improve upon 

human nature” and articulates his case as a violation of “something to do with what is 

natural, or what is humanly dignified, or what is the attitude that is properly respectful of 

what is naturally and dignifiedly human” (2003c). Here the metaphors and metonymic 

connections start to arise when Kass clarifies his idea of “natural” and “humanly 

dignified” by way of human goods such as modesty, humility, aging, the “nature of 
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human activity and human flourishing,” and the finitude of human life (2003c). 

Articulating the value of these inherent human goods, Kass presents his opposition to 

biotechnology:  

 [Only] if there is something inherently good or dignified about the ways in which 

 we engage the world as ... seekers of our own special excellence and flourishing 

 in whatever arena to which we are called – only then can we begin to see why 

 those aspects of our nature need to be defended ... We must move from the 

 hubristic attitude of the powerful designer to look [at] the proposed improvements 

 as they impinge upon the nature of the one being improved. (2003c) 

This constant deferral of the status of human onto other referents—natural, humanly 

dignified, human goods, excellence and flourishing, and human nature—reflects Kass’s 

inability to isolate an objective quality to dignity, as he remains caught in a circular 

entanglement of metaphors and metonymic connections that he forgets are metaphors. 

His attempt to voice an authoritative meaning for dignity remains extensively rhetorical.  

 At the heart of Kass’s position lies a desire to avoid “re-creating ourselves,” in 

what fellow conservative bioethicist Michael Sandel calls ‘hyper-agency, a Promethean 

aspiration to remake nature, including human nature, to serve our purposes and to satisfy 

our desires.’ For Kass, “the root of the difficulty seems to be both cognitive and moral: 

the failure properly to appreciate and respect the ‘giftedness’ of the world” (Kass 2003c). 

Kass’s argument for respect of humanity’s “giftedness” or a “given quality” to life 

appears to radiate religious sentiment, despite his claim that its significance resonates 

beyond religion. At the least, his rhetoric of the “given” captures affective signaling and 

implies a transcendent element to humanity. Kaveny (2004) notes that the terms like 
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“gifts” are dense in meaning. They “draw upon and point back to a wide range of literary 

texts and social practices, both religious and non-religious. They evoke an affective as 

well as an intellectual response on the part of the reader, encouraging him or her to adopt 

a particular existential stance toward the subject matter they are being invoked to 

describe” (p. 489).  

 In fairness to Kass, he does attempt to explain his conception of “giftedness,” but 

proceeds in a way parallel to his signifying chain for the essential qualities of the human 

in defining human dignity. He begins by tying “giftedness” to biology and ontology:    

Most of the given bestowals of nature have their given species-specified natures: 

they are each and all of a given sort. Cockroaches and humans are equally 

bestowed but differently natured. To turn a man into a cockroach – as we don’t 

need Kafka to show us – would be dehumanizing. To try to turn a man into more 

than a man might be so as well. We need more than generalized appreciation for 

nature’s gifts. We need a particular regard and respect for the special gift that is 

our own given nature. (2003a) 

Here again we see his appeal to “nature” as the “gift” we should pay more respect to. If 

biology and human biological makeup alone are sufficient to warrant prioritizing dignity 

against genetic enhancement, what is special about that given nature? Kass indicates the 

defining characteristics keeping us human depend on an acceptance of our own limited 

physical and mental capabilities, and these limits represent our precious gift of nature. 

Replicating the circular chain in his conversation on giftedness, Kass moves from 

nature’s gifts to human limitations to human dignity and back again to nature. Kass is 

rhetorically forceful in composing an affective appeal and could persuade an audience 
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primed to accept religious sentiments, but he fails to identify a transcendent objective 

definition for dignity immune to the regular shortcomings of linguistic signification.   

 Hyde and Herrick (2013) point out pressing questions that come to mind when 

reading Kass’s definition of the giftedness of life:  

 Who or what else is at work here?…Indeed, there seems to be a “religious 

 sensibility” associated with the giftedness of life. But this gift “reaches beyond 

 religion.” To whom, what, where?…Who or what is the ultimate giver of the 

 giftedness of life? When it comes to associating human dignity with the giftedness 

 of life, the PCB’s discourse becomes somewhat ambiguous, rather than straight-

 out fair and accurate. Why coin a phrase that begs to be associated with religious 

 transcendence and redemption when you insist that your terminology is 

 objectively oriented? The PCB denied that it had a religious agenda up its sleeve. 

 Still, the phrase oozes a metaphysical and perfectionist impulse. (p. 2) 

Hyde and Herrick illustrate the ambiguity inherent in defining dignity and the 

concomitant rhetoric attending moves to claim definitional authority.   

 Furthering his rhetorical efforts under the guise of objective and fair definition, 

Kass (2002) contends that the account of human dignity he seeks “embraces the 

worthiness of embodied human life, and therewith of our natural desires and passions, 

our natural origins and attachments, our sentiments and aversion, our loves and 

longings…It is a life lived always with and against necessity, struggling to meet it, not to 

eliminate it” (p. 21). If life should always be lived struggling to meet necessity and not to 

eliminate it, why then is any biotechnological progress desirable? What is the difference 

between meeting necessity and eliminating it? Kass ardently defends himself as an ally of 
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science, but his definition of dignity is either too obscure to guide bioethics or 

categorically excludes medical achievements to eliminate struggles of daily life (e.g. 

disease).   

 
 
Religious Voice  
 
 Although Kass strains to communicate an irreligious voice of dignity equipped for 

public policy, religious sentiments cannot be distanced from his argument. In discussing 

euthanasia, Kass (2002) claims that it is crucial to note the “sanctity of human life rests 

absolutely on the dignity—the godlikeness—of human beings” (p. 208). Kass uses the 

Garden of Eden story to support his argument in opposition to human mastery or “access 

to the tree of life” (p. 237). He forwards that what is urgently needed is “a richer, more 

natural biology…one that does full justice to the meaning of our peculiarly human union 

of soul and body in which low neediness and divine-seeking aspiration are concretely 

joined” (p. 24).  

Confronted with the growing moral challenges posed by biomedical 

technology…Let us cleave to our ancient wisdom and lift our voices and properly 

toast L’Chaim, to life beyond our own, to the life of our grandchildren and their 

grandchildren. May they, God willing, know health and long life, but especially 

so that they may also know the pursuit of truth and righteousness and holiness. (p. 

237) 

Kass points to the Bible, specifically the Book of Genesis, to highlight positive imagery 

of respecting God, his image, and everything about “Him” (p. 25).  
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 Additional implicit religious traditions manifest in Kass’s treatment of human 

dignity. Conceding that “not everyone agrees about the nature and ground of human 

dignity,” he presents a definition of dignity as “everyday life in its concreteness,” life as 

ordinarily lived, and embracing the struggle of necessity (p. 21). His definition remains 

vague in application throughout the book, until he opens his rigid defense of dignity in 

the context of suffering:  

Adversity sometimes brings out the best in a man, and often shows best what he is 

made of. Confronting our own death—or the deaths of our beloved ones—

provides an opportunity for the exercise of our humanity, for the great and small 

alike. Profoundly should we hope and pray that the recent shocking reminder 

[9/11] of the vulnerability of all things human, and the recent stirring display of 

the dignity of ordinary human heroes, will encourage us to come to dignity’s 

defense also against the seductive temptations [the power to remake ourselves] of 

a posthuman future. (p. 25-26) 

Hyde (2001) highlights how Kass makes implicit connections of human dignity to 

religion: 

Without saying it explicitly, Kass is expressing here a position made famous by 

an orthodox understanding of the Judeo-Christian tradition: adversity and the pain 

and suffering that can accompany it are a part of God’s plan for us. … Those who 

display the courage to withstand suffering at the same time provide others with 

the opportunity for charity, for a giving of oneself in a much-needed moment of 

acknowledgement and love. In the face of suffering we can be creatures of 

immense dignity – heroes. (p. 166) 
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Indeed, Kass views those individuals willing to remain steadfast in adherence to the 

“sanctity of life” as heroes, defenders of dignity, that represent the only hope for society 

to reclaim the virtues of its Founders. It is up to them, those heroes of suffering, to guide 

society back on to the moral track laid out by the virtuous Founders of America.  

 Adversity as a definition of dignity, however, is not consistent for Kass. When he 

defends himself as an ally of science and technology, he retreats from his support for 

life’s struggles: “I am not, I repeat, an enemy of science and technology, at least in their 

proper measure, and I hold no brief for romanticism, irrationality or the good old days. In 

those good old days, most of us would very likely have either died in infancy or spent our 

abbreviated life in arduous toil, and perhaps have been persecuted for our heresies” 

(2002, p. 39). The “abbreviated life in arduous toil” or persecution appears to be the same 

dignity Kass previously argued for in the form of “suffering” that can generate the 

highest levels of dignity. Ambiguity bordering on contradiction is not to Kass’s benefit, 

given that his stated goal is to clarify a confusing subject.  

 An ambiguous voice, however, is exactly what Kass (2003d) provides, and he is 

unapologetic when he maintains that it “is precisely the text’s sparseness, lacunae, 

ambiguity, reticence, and lack of editorial judgment that both permit and require the 

engagement of the reader” (p. 18-19). He goes on to elaborate that the “open form of the 

text and its recalcitrance to final and indubitable interpretation are absolutely perfect 

instruments for cultivating the openness, thoughtfulness, and modesty about one’s own 

understanding that is the hallmark of the pursuit of wisdom” (p. 19). For an intellectual 

who typically laments the lack of universal morality in a postmodern era, Kass is 

surprisingly supportive of vagueness and uncertainty.    
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 When Kass (2002) calls for “a richer, more natural biology and anthropology, one 

that does full justice to the meaning of our peculiarly human union of soul and body in 

which low neediness and divine-seeking aspiration are concretely joined” (p. 24), he 

argues for divine-seeking aspiration as dignified behavior. Pointing the reader to his 

sources, Kass lobbies for an Aristotelian account of soul that is “empowered form of a 

naturally organic body.” Later, he tells us to “learn from thinking about Genesis what it 

means that the earth’s most godlike creature is a concretion combining ruddy earth and 

rosying breath.” Finally, he cites the adversity sustained throughout events like the 

terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, as the epitome of dignity (p. 25). So we can see 

its not a matter of something lost in translation. Dignity is an extremely abstract concept 

that even Kass, with the stated goal of defining, cannot explain without religious stories, 

patriotic acts, or infinitely regressive linguistic ploys that justify dignity with something 

human and vice versa. Defining and defending dignity is a constant act of enabling and 

constraining, revealing and concealing certain ideas over others with idiomatic elements 

abound. 

 
 
Voicing Disgust in a Brave New World  
 
 Kass’s navigating the tension between ambiguity and clarity in defense of dignity 

is aptly demonstrated by his deliberations on the emotion of disgust. In the context of 

cloning, he “senses” that it represents “a profound defilement of our given nature as 

procreative beings, and of the social relations built on this natural ground” (2002, p. 130). 

What “sense”, though, is directing Kass against cloning? He argues that it is disgust, or 

revulsion, that reflects a visceral negative emotion towards an idea. The examples he 
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gives are incest and cannibalism, as he contends that these moral taboos and cloning are 

difficult to argue against in rational terms (due to the degradation of “family values” in 

the age of enlightenment), but that an emotion of disgust would indicate the desirability 

of rejecting those gross ideas. He calculates that “in this age in which everything is held 

to be permissible so long as it is freely done, and in which our bodies are regarded as 

mere instruments of our autonomous rational will, revulsion may be the only voice left 

that speaks up to defend the central core of our humanity. Shallow are the souls that have 

forgotten how to shudder” (p. 130, emphasis added). For Kass, disgust alerts us to 

dangers that a corrupt society might have blocked from view.  

 Wanting us to remember how to shudder, Kass forgets (and omits) numerous 

historical events that would inspire skepticism about public policy fashioned by disgust. 

Nussbaum (2004) convincingly disputes that disgust should carry any innate wisdom or 

meaningful correlation to what is actually harmful, citing an enormous amount of 

psychological research that shows how disgust creates a “psychological contamination” 

that can generate harm to persons labeled “disgusting” (p. 91-96). Through empirical 

examples of subordination of women (p. 117-120) and oppression of Jewish persons (p. 

108-114), Nussbaum points out how a few powerful elites can appropriate emotions like 

disgust to oppress those who they can simply shudder at instead of engaging in 

argumentation and debate over social issues. Whereas Kass finds certain people and their 

actions disgusting threats, the real threat can come from the feeler or seer of disgust, as 

they brook no argument. Why bother evaluating the potential health benefits of genetic 

enhancement technologies if a few policymakers find those technologies disgusting? 
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Disgust functions as a all-encompassing framework for evaluating morality, and 

demonstrates Kass’s diminishment of deep comprehensive engagement of bioethics.   

 Because voice is a “collaborative performance between speaker and audience” 

(Murphy, 1997, p. 72), Kass must find ways to engage and include a public that is 

statistically unlikely to be well educated in matters of science and biotechnology. We saw 

how he first does this with the emotion of disgust, but how does he translate that emotion 

into argument? To build on his narrative of disgust with enhancement technologies, Kass 

relies heavily on the story of Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World. Science fiction holds 

great promise for intellectually stimulating the public in matters of science, but Kass’s 

application of Brave New World reveals an imagination deficit that diminishes critical 

thinking on bioethical controversies.  

 Hopkins (1998) suggests that most people have not even read Brave New World, 

but references to the book are really more about the trope connected to the book. Brave 

New World is a stand-alone reference, image, and warning about dehumanization, 

totalitarianism, and misery made possible by technological advancements like cloning (p. 

11). Hamilton’s (2003) research isolates Brave New World as a general symbol for the 

broader phenomenon of using science fiction itself as a trope (p. 270). Growing out of 

necessity from a scientifically uneducated public, the trope against enhancement has 

gained popularity. The problem with the symbol of Brave New World, however, is that 

Kass presents a reductionist account and ignores the more complex original text. The 

failure lies not with the fiction, but with its unsophisticated application in the public 

dialogue.   
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 Reducing the imagination deficit in the context of Brave New World, Van Dijck 

(1999) and Bostrum (2005) add sophistication to Kass’s one-dimensional perspective. 

They illustrate how Huxley’s cautionary tale is more of a social critique of hierarchical 

society than a critique of science. Brave New World does not directly place the power 

abuse in science, but more explicitly blames totalitarian control (Van Dijck, 1999, p. 13-

14). In its popular repackaging, Brave New World loses important dimensions of its 

original story. First, the novel critiques the ruling classes of a society who maintain the 

lower classes happily consuming and producing. Additionally, Huxley’s fictional society 

is rife with problems extending beyond technology: it is static, totalitarian, caste-bound, 

and a cultural wasteland. Most brave new worlders have degrees of engineered mental 

retardation. Its main inhabitants are a dehumanized and undignified population. Everyone 

except for the world controllers is discouraged or impaired from developing individuality. 

Independent thought is policed. Brave New World is not only about enhancement gone 

wrong, but is more of a tragedy of technology used to deliberately sabotage moral and 

intellectual abilities (Bostrum, 2005).  

 With an imagination deficit present, we should be skeptical and increasingly 

critically reflective of Kass’s bid for definitional authority. As Toolan (1988) indicates, to 

narrate is to make a bid for power, and “the narrative represents a particular slice of 

social reality, arranged in a specific way to develop the plot that the narrator wants to 

present (Murphy, 2008b). In articulating disgust with enhancement through the tropes of 

Brave New World, Kass attempts to build on his definitional authority for dignity. It is 

left up to the rhetorical critic to hold him accountable for these bids to power.  
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 Kass’s voice of dignity reveals a tension between his stated goal of clarifying an 

objective definition of dignity and the implications of his rhetoric. Employing ambiguity, 

regressive signification, revisionist applications of science fiction, and the emotion of 

disgust, he represents the same obscure discussion about bioethics that he critiques. To 

voice dignity, Kass signifies some essential qualities of humanness but remains caught in 

a displacing of metaphors onto other referents until any sense of objective meaning is 

lost. Meanwhile, he claims ambiguity is the advantage his text offers the reader, but the 

certainty with which he voices his disgust and fear of a Brave New World generates 

skepticism about the logical consistencies within his argument. With the noted dangers of 

guiding policy with disgust and the imagination deficit present in Kass’s application of 

Brave New World, his rhetoric appears to restrict critical thinking more than facilitate it. 

He closes off debate with an overarching argument that disgust alone should repel 

biotechnological progress.    

 This is not to say that emotions should not have a role in political or ethical 

decision-making, as that is certainly not the case I am making. Rather, I advance a 

specific critique of disgust as a guiding emotion in decision-making. Indeed, as indicated 

by Smith and Hyde (1991), emotions have an innate connection to voice that we should 

not overlook. Emotions help us come to “see, interpret, and involve ourselves with the 

world” (p. 448). They provide the energy that incites our imaginations about possibilities 

of community, and in this shared affective space we find voice. Certainly, disgust is one 

of many inevitable emotions, but we should work to limit its role in public policy, as it 

does not offer consistent guidance for collective decision-making. Society does not 

uniformly agree on what is disgusting, and without a shared conscience, these subjective 
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determinations always retain latent capacity to discriminate and oppress. Perhaps most 

importantly, disgust lacks the quality of voice that Smith and Hyde assert demands 

respect—the ability for an emotion to heighten empathy toward others.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

A Jeremiad to Reclaim Dignity 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 

For Kass, genetic enhancement represents the current and forthcoming danger of the 

erosion of humanity through the loss of values like dignity and humility. Kass confronts a 

host of genetic engineered threats to dignity, manifesting in the form of cloning, in vitro 

fertilization, and active euthanasia. In a call to action, Kass holds the ontological return to 

prioritization of the lost traditional values in society as vital to avert inevitable 

catastrophe. Kass attempts to shape the moral fabric of society with a text that invites 

critical deliberation about philosophical and ethereal phenomena. Moreover, Kass 

distresses that mastery will become enslavement to “instincts, drives, lusts, impulsions, 

and passions” (2002, p. 44). Trusting in his go-to imagery, he instructs the reader to “read 

Huxley’s Brave New World” to see that “promethean man will become a contented cow.” 

Kass expands the implications of the Promethean drive to a level “identical with utter 

dehumanization” (p. 50). Clearly Kass not only fears the loss of dignity through death 
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and practices like euthanasia, but he also wants to hamstring technological advancement 

out of a fear that humans will become slaves to their own domination.  

 Kass proposes an ontological shift, a new orientation toward old values, and his 

proposal mirrors the historical American and Puritan rhetorical jeremiad. For modern 

Jeremiahs, the plot of a chosen nation founded on godly values seamlessly translates into 

their public challenges to society’s moral integrity (Jendrysik, 2002, p. 378). I argue how 

Kass’s text utilizes the American jeremiad as a rhetorical strategy for the ontological 

prioritization of human dignity in the genetic engineering debate. I agree with Kass’ 

(2003b) intent to “ask specific ethical questions” and “facilitate greater understanding of 

bioethical issues,” but his rhetorical tactics interrupt those ethical progressions. 

 I apply the lens of the jeremiad to analyze Kass’s rhetorical moves and I 

specifically examine how Kass directs his audience to the fundamentals of the jeremiad, 

American tradition, and the values of the Founders. Drawing richly on the context of 

relevant American institutions and cultures, I analyze the argument forms, the linguistic 

and visual practices, and attempt to understand the means, the how of texts (Fahnestock, 

2005, p. 278), that Kass utilizes to recruit adherents for his claims about the world. Kass 

not only structures his argument in a jeremiadic form, but he also explicitly includes 

religious backing for his core arguments concerning human dignity. The rhetorical 

jeremiad, with its powerful narrative appeal to a glorified American tradition, offers Kass 

a historically persuasive means of communicating his lament of moral decline in the 

United States.  
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Kass’s Jeremiad for Dignity 
 
 In charting the interaction of idioms, voices, and traditions within texts or 

performances, comprehensive analysis cannot occur within the confines of verbal 

investigation alone. This section isolates a significant third element of the methodology 

of rhetorical traditions, that those performances are “marked by various figurative and 

argumentative patterns or structures” (Jasinski, 1997, p. 213). The approach presented by 

Jasinski and others for helping critics discover and situate interactions between idioms, 

voices, and structures, can clarify the scope and meaning of Kass’s appeal for dignity. 

Also, sensitivity to structure marks an important focus in understanding the latent and 

current strategies embodied in a text. Analyzing the structural form of a text helps bring 

to light full contextual interactions of a rhetorical piece. Kathryn Kohrs Campbell and 

Susan Schultz Huxman (2009) indicate “organization is integrally related to the type of 

audience you are addressing, the clarity of your thesis, and the cogency of your 

arguments” (p. 132). Structures function as the central synthesis that fuses individual 

elements into a cohesive whole. In the context of Kass’s jeremiad for dignity, he employs 

the structure of a jeremiad to weave together religious, American, and other rhetorical 

traditions to build his argument. Without the contextual understanding of Kass’s 

jeremiad, his linguistic and argumentative exchanges could appear disconnected and 

periphrastic. Placing his moves within the broader pattern of the jeremiad reveals Kass’s 

assembly of idioms and voices within a coherent narrative of society’s sin.   

 Kass’s (2002, p. 25) thesis for renewed prioritization of dignified and humble 

orientation to the world follows a structure of the American jeremiad. Fear tactics, a call 

for reclamation of values, and an optimistic outlook sustainable only through a public 
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restoration of the violated values represent the foundation of Kass’s argumentative 

approach. Given his aggressively stressed importance of humility and a society filled 

with openness and warmth, Kass advances hospitality through an enthymeme inscribed 

on the Statue of Liberty “Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to 

breathe free." In opposition to the cold civilization portrayed in Aldous Huxley’s Brave 

New World, Kass furthers a moral orientation in favor of hospitality and dignity. The 

jeremiad not only manifests in the thesis of Kass’ argument, but also throughout Kass’s 

rhetorical treatment of religion and other inherent philosophic underpinnings of his case. 

Additionally, Kass’s focus on human dignity, religion, and the Founders bind his 

argument to the rich narrative of American tradition in a jeremiad. 

 The first of three essential parts of the jeremiad, a “call for reclamation of values,” 

is explicitly represented throughout the early chapters in his book, Life, Liberty, and the 

Defense of Dignity. Kass presumes his audience is anxious about the moral questions he 

raises, and he frontloads his desire to resolve this unease through an explanation of how 

genetic engineering diminishes humanity (p. 24-25). Genetically designing children, 

marketing eggs and organs, cloning, “immortality research,” virtual reality, the right to 

die, and docile passivity all function as illustrations of the status quo and slippery slope 

erosion of humanity. He presents the audience with an alarming call to action, declaring, 

“Everything depends on rejecting the rationalist and utopian dream of perfecting human 

beings by re-creating them, and on remembering that richer vision of human liberty and 

human dignity that informs the founding of our polity” (p. 51-52). I will immediately call 

attention to Kass’s appeal to the “founding of our polity” and discuss his further 

extensions of the Founders in construction of his narrative jeremiad.  
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 Instrumental in emphasizing the American tradition as a part of the jeremiad, 

Kass frequently reminds his audience to dwell on the ideals of the nation’s Founders. 

Beginning with the introduction to his book, Kass instantly deploys the Founders as a 

base for his argument:  

We are the privileged descendants of wise Founders who, in declaring 

independence from the mother country, defined themselves (and us) as a people 

by holding as self-evidently true that all men are created equal, equally endowed 

with the inalienable rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness; and, 

further, that governments exist among men (solely) to secure these rights against 

the depredations of princes, prelates and their minions, or anyone else who might 

seek to deny them. It is impossible to exaggerate the debt we Americans and the 

world at large owe to the political triumph of these liberal democratic principles. 

(p. 17)  

His praise of the Founders and call for reclamation of their values accompanies his 

condemnation of society’s corruption of the once pure liberal principles: 

The Founders were not neutral as between religion and irreligion, and several of 

the individual states had established churches. Yes as the nation has become more 

pluralistic and more secularized, and as the once merely political language of 

rights has invaded and come to dominate all moral discourse, the liberal principles 

have been transformed—and, in my view, corrupted—by expansion and 

exaggeration. (p. 18) 

Kass illustrates the “corruption by expansion” of liberal principles through examples of 

government sponsored stem cell research and legal advancements for the right-to-death. 
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For Kass, society has lost sight of the nation’s true founding principles, and it has 

corrupted the Founders’ divine vision for America.  

 Admiration for the Founders surfaces throughout the book, frontloaded heavily in 

chapter one and titled “The problem of technology and liberal democracy.” Kass 

contends that technology is tragedy, and he outlines his concerns about the evisceration 

of dignity in the wake of technological genetic enhancements. He goes further to say that 

older notions of human dignity, “the social counterweight to the political doctrine of 

rights,” have been attenuated due to the success of liberalism and its alliance with the 

technological modern project for mastery of nature (p. 18). He then articulates a patriotic 

optimistic promise in saying, “In truth, if we know how to look, we find evidence of 

human dignity all around us, in the valiant efforts ordinary people make…to serve their 

country” (p. 25). Even in most of Kass’ other texts attempting “reflections on public 

bioethics,” he laments the “unprecedented challenge to the American ideals of liberty and 

equality” that biotechnical issues pose to human dignity (Kass, 2005b, 2008). Kass 

consistently finds new ways to frame dignity rhetorically as essentially American, noting 

how “mention of life and liberty reminds us that, for Americans as Americans, the 

doctrine of human equality and equal humanity has its most famous and noblest 

expression in the Declaration of Independence. It is, in fact, to the principles of the 

Declaration that some people repair in seeking to ground the dignity of human being, and 

it makes some sense to try to do so” (2008). This connection of dignity to country in the 

Declaration of Independence stresses the consistent American narrative Kass so 

frequently employs (Kass, 2003a, 2005a).  
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 In fulfilling a vital component of the jeremiad, Kass deploys doomsday imagery 

to warn society of the coming catastrophe if they do not reclaim the Founders’ value of 

human dignity. Using Aldous Huxley and C.S. Lewis, Kass cherry-picks certain science 

fiction to fit his claims about humans’ inevitable slavery to technology. Kass (2002) 

makes reference to Brave New World in nearly every chapter of his book, even in crafting 

his early definition of dignity (p. 18; p. 22). Popular science fiction offers Kass a coherent 

narrative that his audience can associate with a loss of dignity, and this catastrophic 

framing is essential in a jeremiad. The nuance of the rhetorical jeremiad, however, 

requires more than a simple chastisement of society. Indeed, an alternative path, an 

optimistic vision, and the opportunity for redemption must manifest in a genuine 

jeremiad.  

 Kass presents the optimistic prospect of recovery and renewal through what 

Bercovitch (1978) described as “fulfilling the covenant” (p. 28): 

Despite the dark picture I have sketched, things are not so dark on the ground. It 

may be that human dignity has a future, needing only some encouragement and 

voice for what many people still know in their bones. The events of September 11 

have reminded us that courage, fortitude, generosity, righteousness and the other 

human virtues are not confined solely to the few. Many of us strive for 

them…With proper models, proper rearing and proper encouragement, many of 

us can be and act more in accord with our higher natures. (Kass, 2002, p. 25) 

Drawing from the extensive narrative power of September 11th, Kass conveys the need to 

reclaim formerly respected virtues that reflect dignity and righteousness. Stressing 

“accord with our higher natures,” Kass establishes the thesis of the jeremiad. Society 
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must reclaim ideal “higher” virtues of the past or face a dark future. Kass places this call 

in the public eye, gives society a choice to repent for their moral sins, and warns of 

impending disaster. 

 Modern Jeremiahs typically imply religious leanings, but Kass, in crafting his 

arguments for human dignity, explicitly references God. Kass suggests we interpret 

human dignity clearer through a biblical idea: the “image of God.” Dignity is a God-

given gift, making us godlike. He emphasizes that we must first  

 look at the text [of Genesis] to see what God is like. In the course of recounting 

 His creation, Genesis 1 introduces us to God’s activities and powers: (1) God 

 speaks, commands, names, blesses and hallows; (2) God makes, and makes 

 freely; (3) God looks at and beholds the world; (4) God is concerned with the 

 goodness or perfection of things; (5) God addresses solicitously other living 

 creatures and provides for their sustenance. (2003c) 

Human dignity not only embodies a virtue of the Founders, but it also echoes the 

influence of American Christianity, particularly Puritanism. Vetterli and Bryner (1987) 

note that the philosophy of Christianity was primarily responsible for the rising 

importance of dignity in America (p. 54). Kass reaches for the richly affective resources 

of American and Christian traditions within the jeremiad to mobilize his reader toward 

respect for dignity. 

 Moral conservatives, like Kass, generate especially persuasive arguments through 

a variety of rhetorical tactics including “a barrage of images, doomsday predictions, 

luminous-sounding aspirations, and poetic metaphors and similes” (Banja, 2011). In fact, 

Banja indicates that moral conservative political agents have refined the skill of crafting 
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sentences that stimulate critical neural networks of feelings and behaviors for persuasion. 

Using fear tactics with catastrophic imagery and appeals to religion, Kass deploys 

empirically persuasive rhetorical techniques. These affective appeals are prolific within 

the genetic engineering debate, and aptly demonstrated by Kass. The “religious” call for 

the priority of dignity and humility, both integral Christian values, presents a comforting 

picture of a divinely ordered hierarchy of being. It reflects a style that is certain, absolute, 

and dogmatic, which can psychologically move many individuals. This trend is noted 

substantially in psychological literature on campaign strategies and winning elections 

(Banja, 2011). Certainly, the strategic sentence crafting, a reliance on religious dogma 

and disaster images employed in Kass’s work bolsters the persuasiveness of the jeremiad, 

as it explicitly promotes doomsday predictions while providing avenues for resolution.  

Narratives, as Toolan (1988) indicated, arrange a particular slice of social reality in such 

a way to omit and conceal certain truths. Kass’s deployment of the American jeremiad as 

his rhetorical structure reveals his connections to persuasively powerful narratives like 

the myth of American exceptionalism and Christian religion. 

 Kass’s case against the Promethean drive to mastery builds from an application of 

the American jeremiad rhetorical strategy. He uses religious appeals, references to the 

Founders of the nation, and fear tactics to strategically organize and deploy his text to fit 

the narrative form of the jeremiad. Weaving together several traditions, he attacks genetic 

enhancement on the grounds that society has lost sight of key transcendental values held 

closely by the Founders. Still, his texts offer the reader an avenue to feel at home with the 

discourse, to “dwell rhetorically” in orienting themselves toward the promotion of 

ontological reflection with regard to the morality of genetic engineering. In “dwelling,” I 
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am referring to the form of Kass’s rhetoric as an attempt to restructure moral character, to 

reshape society’s orientation to ethics in the context of genetic enhancement. Kass wants 

his audience to “deliberate and know together” the dangers that genetic engineering poses 

to human dignity. Unfortunately, the jeremiad is constrained by pre-existing traditional 

values, and those constraints prevent uninhibited critical reflection and the most creative 

problem-solution calculations. Genetic engineering presents a unique historical moment 

to humanity. Society’s ability to philosophically and morally keep pace with its own 

technological advancements demands substantially inventive methods for addressing 

inevitable moral discord. Jeremiads against genetic enhancement jeopardize society’s 

progress toward innovation and evolution of ethics, and those jeremiads constrict the 

future to a narrative of the past.   

Given that genuine critical reflection should inspire prudent caution, one should 

be skeptical of the solution presented by Kass. His ontology encourages swift dismissal 

of pragmatic lenses for evaluating the totality of the genetic engineering controversy. He 

refuses to participate in the consequentialist debate over safety, fairness, and equality. 

This blanket rejection of the evaluation of costs and benefits skirts necessary and 

inevitable issues that should be engaged in the public sphere. Clarity on how exactly 

Kass’s ontology avoids consequentialist considerations is missing. In fact, Kass appears 

to argue, implicitly at least, that the benefits to a society from prioritization of dignity and 

humility outweigh any benefits from genetic engineering. In depicting the world 

consistently through the harshly negative lens of Brave New World, Kass omits multiple 

alternate possibilities empirically posited by science fiction authors. Through this 

“imagination deficit,” Kass reflects the Puritan tradition in American morality, elevating 
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the humble and accepting God’s will in creation (Banja, 2011). This explicit refusal to 

entertain optimistic outcomes for the status quo, absent Kass’s ontological shift, reveals 

his rhetorical tactic of the jeremiad.  

As Kass consistently paints a bleak outlook for humanity if they do not repent, 

Brave New World’s imagery is vital. Transhumanists have responded to this doomsday 

imagery with defenses of biotechnology’s ability to coexist with notions of dignity, some 

even calling dignity a useless term that obfuscates productive public deliberation 

(Macklin, 2003). Bostrum (2005) contends that dignity is something that a posthuman 

could possess. What worries Kass—new enhanced persons causing unenhanced 

individuals to lose moral status—threatens the fundamental precondition of liberal 

democracy, the principle of equal dignity for all persons. Kass’s concern, however, lacks 

empirical support. Quite to the contrary in fact, Western societies have increased the set 

of individuals accorded full moral status. Extending this set further to include humans in 

a world of genetic enhancement seems feasible. Our role, however, should not be that of 

passive onlookers. Instead, we should work to create more inclusive social structures for 

all genders, ethnicities, and enhanced (or unenhanced) individuals. Perhaps genetically 

enhanced individuals will be able to attain even higher levels of moral excellence than 

Kass thinks possible. Individuals with more progressively open critical minds might be 

able to creatively evolve human potential via biotechnology, but Kass’s deliberative 

rhetoric constrains those chances for artistic inspiration.  

 Zulick (2009) aptly portrays the motivation behind studying the rhetorical 

jeremiad: “For those of us who believe that rhetoric is more than merely a toolset, but is 

beyond that a statement and a question about the relationship between language and 
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human existence, the territory of religious discourse offers much to ponder” (p. 135). The 

American jeremiad remains a significant rhetorical tactic that is likely to pervade public 

moral argument and the discourse of bioethics (Banja, 2011). Fundamentally, however, 

the jeremiad places the blame for problems on society, without evaluating the 

institutional roots of the problem, considering for example that new forms of decision-

making and governance and new types of policy regimes might be needed if we are ever 

to collectively confront bioethical challenges.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

Conclusions and Implications  

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
The prospects of human genetic enhancement present some of the most consequential and 

difficult ethical decisions for humanity to wrestle with. Can we equally distribute these 

life-changing technologies? How do we ensure equality for enhanced and unenhanced 

individuals? How should we even define “enhanced individuals”? What happens to our 

understanding of human life if we can extend it indefinitely? Should we continue on the 

path of biomedical technology that has given us considerably longer life spans and better 

quality of life? Or are we falling victim to our own hubris and dangerously playing God? 

Where do we go from here? For society to keep up philosophically and ethically with this 

seemingly endless number of enhancements and questions about those technologies, we 

will need an innumerable amount of creative and innovative solutions. Perhaps these 

solutions will evolve from philosophical traditions of our past, or maybe they will be the 

result of genuine inspiration and new paradigms for addressing bioethics. Inventive 
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ethical development will most likely manifest in some combination of those various 

methods. Critical thinking reflects the paragon of what society will require when meeting 

these rising biotechnological challenges.   

 In a captivatingly rhetorical move, Kass redefines dignity to redefine bioethics. 

Reclamation of dignity requires redefinition of the term for Kass, as he isolates ambiguity 

and disharmony to be partially responsible for society’s abandonment of dignity. He 

launches a jeremiad against biotechnology, employing traditions of American 

exceptionalism, Christianity, and doomsday fear tactics to persuade Americans to defend 

dignity against encroaching enhancement technologies. Despite his stated goal of 

facilitating deeper thinking on the subject, the rhetoric of Kass’s jeremiad jeopardizes 

society’s progress towards an evolved ethics, and such a jeremiad tightly binds future 

progress to a limited narrative of the past. Pointing out how Kass is necessarily rhetorical 

helps us shift from a focus on his broad overarching abstract notions of dignity to more 

important questions like discrimination, equality, fairness, health, or the ever-blurred 

definitional and ethical lines at the center of rhetoric in bioethics. This thesis is not an 

attempt to restrict Kass’s rhetoric, but rather to say that his rhetoric restricts. There may 

be a place for dignity in bioethical discussions after all, but his method of arguing for it 

remains problematic, as his rhetorical tactics interrupt bioethics’ necessary ethical 

progressions.  

 I highlight the importance of rhetorical criticism for a field where deficient public 

understanding of science and technology magnifies the weight of a vast array of subtle 

albeit effective persuasive tactics. Given the current and rising inevitable ethical demands 

of the biotechnological era, rhetoric is vital. Of course, there exists a prolific amount of 
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literature on rhetoric and bioethics, but with no known examination of the tradition of the 

rhetorical jeremiad for dignity in the biotechnology debate, this thesis opens up space for 

more conversations on the constraining acts of tradition. As Borchardt (1990) prudently 

warns, “the authority of the past is orienting and reassuring,” and “invoking and 

affirming the authority of the past may carry a great deal more weight with a public than 

merely being right” (p. 6-7). As rhetorical scholars, we need to pay more attention to the 

orienting and reassuring aspects of traditions in the public sphere if we are to creatively 

meet the bioethical challenges of the present.   

 Relying on the components of the rhetorical traditions methodology—idiom, 

voice, and structure—I am able to track the thematic and argumentative interaction 

within Kass’s text in a more clear and comprehensive manner. Viewing dignity as an 

idiom helps me to reveal Kass’s voice for dignity as unmistakably religious. Moreover, 

identifying his jeremiadic structure connects his cloaked religious terminology to his 

attempt at a secular portrayal of dignity. If I were to limit my focus to merely one of 

idiom, voice, or structure, the layered restraints and enabling forces of multiple traditions 

essential to the rhetoric of dignity would prove far more difficult to elucidate. The 

functional language of the rhetorical traditions alongside its sophisticated conception of 

interpretation assist in verifying rhetorical conclusions, such as the latent religious force 

of Kass’s appeal. Without the ability to place a text’s internal components in context to 

each other, an evaluation of rhetorical competence can elude the critic. The pioneers of 

the rhetorical traditions method do not boast to be the ultimate end of the field’s self-

reflective exploration, but they do provide compelling pedagogical warrants for the 

method’s importance. 
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 Through basing his call in “the cultural grammar of traditions, performed through 

the embodiment of aesthetic expectations, and legitimated through a reflective 

augmentation of past wisdom,” Kass arguably exhibited “rhetorical competence” 

(Murphy, 1997, p. 76). Kass is able to coherently blend traditions of the jeremiad, 

distinctly American and Christian, with a definition of dignity that becomes remarkably 

affectively forceful. However, given my analysis of his purely rhetorical moves, I cannot 

determine that he succeeds in competently fulfilling his stated purpose of clarifying an 

objective truth to dignity. Following Hyde’s (2005) work on the notion of rhetors as 

heroes, Kass’s text appears to be “part of an intended rhetorical strategy for encouraging 

specific judgments and actions” as opposed to a disclosure of what is (p. 21). Kass 

positions his audience toward the traditions he wants to preserve, but still he obfuscates 

that same audience’s potential for deeper critical reflection.  

 Rhetorical criticism—especially in the context of such a robust case study like 

Kass—cannot claim to ever be complete. The process of investigating the meaning in his 

rhetoric remains an exhaustive task. When studying a concept like dignity, with its 

distinct idiomatic elements of ambiguity and adaptability, an in-depth and consistent 

awareness of relevant histories, context, and traditions, both theoretical and rhetorical, is 

required to effectively convalesce meaning accurately. The fields of rhetoric, 

biotechnology, history, and philosophy coalesce vividly on the subject of human genetic 

enhancement, with its momentous implications for altering what it means to be human. 

Given this rigorous attention to multiple genres of significance, the interpretation 

associated with rhetorical criticism uncovers the expansive reach across disciplines that 

communication studies provides.  
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 The rhetorical traditions orientation towards Kass also offers a rhetorical sense of 

authority, how Kass re-accentuates, adapts, modifies, and positions his audience in the 

uncertain or “open-ended” times of the present using the wisdom of the past (Morson and 

Emerson, 1990, p. 304). While I may not agree that the resources he employs provide 

wisdom, his rhetorical constructions generate a perception of wisdom in an audience so 

affectively moved by his rhetoric. In the age of uncertainty, this thesis helps explore 

contingent senses of authority, and I see authority in Kass “as a variation of ethos” 

(Farrell, 1993, p. 290). For example, when Protestants gave sermons their “Good 

Housekeeping Seal of Approval,” the rhetors tapping into those sermons “gained 

authority by evoking a sanctified tradition and demonstrating ability to embody that 

tradition” (Miller, 1992, p. 137). Certainly, Kass attains a great degree of credibility, or 

ethos, simply from his position as past Chairman of the President’s Council on Bioethics, 

but I am interested in revealing the way rhetors like Kass “become authoritative” when 

they “locate the contingent good for a particular community at a particular time and 

place” out of the resources of traditions (Charland, 1991, p. 73). Kass educes sacred 

traditions such as American exceptionalism and Christianity to show how a community 

should interpret dignity in the face of immense biotechnological uncertainty. With his 

rhetoric he is able to enact, display, and augment the complex voices “percolating 

through community life” (Murphy, 1997, p. 76). As he maneuvers through the tangled 

philosophical roots of dignity, Kass finds a multitude of persuasive narratives to present 

the coherent slice of reality that he wants to display.  

 Authority then somewhat derives from a “demonstrated familiarity with a cultural 

grammar” and “from the aesthetic ability to move effectively within that tradition” 
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(Murphy, 1997, p. 76). It is important to note, however, that this sense of authority 

stresses the necessity of critical reflection to prevent degeneration into uncritical 

acceptance of custom and tradition. Constant interrogation of rhetorical authority is 

especially significant in considering events like biotechnology, where we are faced with 

numerous radical changes for what it means to be ethical and human. Rhetors exhibiting 

the ability to marshal resources from the past to construct a path for the future could be 

persuasive and stimulating for audiences yet uniquely constraining in those individuals’ 

ethical and critical developments. Aesthetically, Kass appears to effectively move within 

traditions to lobby for dignity. In actuality, with a closer look, his rhetoric binds 

bioethical progress to an extremely limited set of guiding principles. Articulating his 

perception of lacking dignity with the emotion of disgust—Kass’s litmus test for rejection 

of any biotechnology— represents a dangerously subjective moral framework, especially 

when pronounced by Kass as universal and objective.    

 Particularly troubling is the authority Kass bestows on the emotion of disgust. 

Given the “wisdom” Kass so habitually bestows to disgust, we should expect to find at 

least some guidance for how to interpret, measure, and apply disgust in various situations. 

How much disgust is enough to warrant rejection of biotechnology or other potentially 

harmful actions? He proffers no distinction, however, from which to demarcate a 

sufficient level of disgust to justify rejection. Moreover, he lacks criteria for determining 

under what circumstances disgust should be applicable. We saw through Nussbaum 

(2004) how sentiments of repugnance appear to give very poor guidance and can result in 

the oppression of persons we find disgusting (p. 81). Would Kass say that wisdom could 

be found in earlier instances of disgust surrounding Jews, interracial couples, the obese, 
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or persons with disabilities? What about homosexuality? Kass states “we sense that 

cloning represents a profound defilement of our given nature as procreative beings, and 

of the social relations built on this ground” (2002, p.130). He further articulates that “man 

is built for reproduction” (p. 232), and these rhetorical prioritizations of procreation in the 

context of disgust could easily be appropriated to homosexuality. Without a clear 

distinction for evaluating when disgust should be applied, his rhetoric of disgust is 

potentially problematic for anyone that could be seen to be “defiling our given nature as 

procreative beings” (p. 130).  

 Kass fosters the authority of his own narrative of disgust with biotechnological 

progress by disingenuously appropriating Huxley’s Brave New World to suit Kass’s 

agenda of restricting enhancement.  In Huxley’s novel, technology is not the cause of 

dehumanization. Rather, totalitarianism, coercion, oppression, and the evisceration of 

culture mark the roots of the undignified world population. As Morgan, Shanahan, and 

Welsh (2005) note, “Ultimately, it is not the technology that is our undoing, but rather the 

spirit with which it is employed…without the totalitarian component, the Brave New 

World analogy would seem to break down” (p. 134). Kass misappropriates the end result 

of Huxley’s society and substitutes entirely his own set of causes leading to that result. In 

Brave New World Revisited, Huxley (1958/2000) writes about the necessity of being 

“educated for freedom” (p. 113). He expounds on the significance of language and 

demands the ability of people to use language to analyze and guard against propaganda 

(p. 110-111). Seen in this light, we appear at most risk of falling down the path of the 

dehumanized inhabitants of Brave New World if we skirt our responsibilities as citizens 
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to educate ourselves in matters of rhetoric. Indeed, we must hold authors like Kass 

accountable for their bids to assert narrative authority in the bioethics debate.  

 Kass does not argue from the margins of the bioethics debate, but rather he is 

representative of a burgeoning field of scholars that resist biotechnology and define 

themselves as conservative bioethicists. Concerned with how technological developments 

threaten our human lives and undermine respect for essentially human qualities, this 

movement has injected traditionally conservative values into official government 

policymaking recommendations against biotechnological advancement. Kass illustrates 

this, pointing out how “many people are increasingly worried about where biotechnology 

may be taking us,” and “we are concerned that our society might be harmed…in ways 

that could undermine the highest and richest possibilities of human life” (2003c). Yuval 

Levin (2003) explains the conservative movement as “a mission to prevent our 

transformation into a culture without awe filled with people without souls…and its 

achievement is, properly, a key priority of the American right” (p. 65). The surfacing of 

this conservative bioethics movement has radically restructured the landscape of 

American bioethical discussions. Ruth Macklin (2006) indicates that the entire profile of 

debates has changed. There have always been multiple sides in bioethics debates, but 

with the emergence of the conservative movement, authors began to self-identify as 

liberals and conservatives or as opponents of each other. (p. 34). Macklin is admittedly a 

widespread critic of the conservative movement, noting how “the introduction into 

bioethics of labels once reserved for a stance on political issues” has become an extension 

of the “most conservative wing of the Republican party [which] is obsessed with matters 

related to procreation, prenatal life, and extracorporeal embryos, and has put those issues 
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high on their political and legislative agenda” (2006, p. 34-35). Still, her assessment of 

the state of the current bioethics discussion warrants attention if we want to 

comprehensively and accurately assess the rhetorical endeavors that seek authority from 

all sides of the debate.  

 The conservative bioethics movement tasks itself with enshrining “in policy the 

substance of nearly universal moral sentiments,” and “it must transform moral sentiments 

into arguments for morality. Its chief ally in this effort is the deep moral wisdom at the 

heart of our civilization—by which most Americans live their lives” (Levin, 2003, p. 63). 

Kass and others in the movement have shown themselves to be skilled at generating the 

public’s affective distaste for the new and unknown qualities of enhancement 

technologies. Strategies for the movement center on emphasizing that “implicit 

sentiments and intuitions are being sucked out of our public life much faster than they are 

disappearing from our private lives” (p. 64). As a leader of this conservative movement, 

Kass has become an intellectual defender of the group’s ideals and a lightning rod for 

criticism. The implications of his role in the movement and the larger progression of the 

increasingly polarized bioethical discussion leave much to be explored by rhetorical 

critics. Politicization of bioethical controversy results in diametrically opposed 

argumentative angles from the conservative and transhumanist sides. Conceptualizing 

how to engage with each other is now a paramount issue facing bioethicists. How can we 

bridge the gaps to connect increasingly polarized political sides of important bioethical 

issues that American society will need to address as a whole? To help answer these 

prolific difficult questions brought to us by way of our own technological achievement, 

the field of rhetorical criticism has much to offer.  
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